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Vol. 61, No. 120 Bowling 'Green Stale University Thursday, September 28, 1978 
City discusses pay raises 
By Tom Smith 
Bowling Green administrators met 
yesterday to determine how merit 
raises will be granted to city employees 
for 1979 while off-duty firefighters 
picketed below their windows for an 
immediate step raise. 
The firefighters are In the fourth day 
of picketing to seek an approximate 
$600-a-year raise from the dty In ac- 
cordance with an established five-step 
pay  scale,  according  to  firefighter 
Firefighters still picket 
spokesman Tim Potts. 
THE SCALE, which provides raises 
to employees on the basis of length of 
service with the department, was 
suspended three and a half years ago, 
he said. 
Potts said 13 firefighters were sup- 
posed to have received the step raise. 
City officicals contend that no money is 
available this year for the raise, he 
said. 
Jack Gonyer, fire department- 
lleutenent and president of the city 
chapter of the International Association 
of Firefighters, said the picket is not 
sanctioned by the union. The issue may 
be brought up at the meeting in two 
weeks, he added. 
POTTS SAID the men do not intend to 
strike. 
Gonyer said city firefighters have not 
Justice majors offer 
to man escort system 
By Cynthia Leise 
Staff Reporter 
New lifeblood may have been shot 
into two Student Government 
Association (SGA) projects at its 
meeting last night when a represen- 
tative of criminal Justice majors at the 
University suggested they could help. 
Dan Marcinek, vice president of the 
Criminal Justice League at the 
University said the more than 200 
criminal Justice majors could help 
police with the recently installed on- 
campus mailboxes for off-campus 
students and man the escort system for 
University women. 
Several senators had voiced concerns 
of their constituants earlier in the 
meeting over the possibility that 
materials put into the mailboxes- 
including validation cards-would be 
stolen. SGA sponsored the project 
IN ADDITION, the task of remanning 
the escort system, which escorted 
about 400 women last year, had been 
discussed. 
At one point in the debate, Frank 
Avenl, SGA representative to the Board 
of Trustees, reminded the senators that 
no paychecks would be placed in the 
mailboxes, adding that only "non- 
confidential, low-priority" mail would 
be placed in the mailboxes. 
Marcinek then spoke up suggesting 
that the criminal justice majors be 
used. He said, "No matter how low- 
priority the mall is every student 
should be assured of getting what is 
sent to him." 
"IT JUST seems like a good idea to 
help you," Marcinek said. 
He said persons who either patrolled 
the mailboxes or escorted women 
probably would not demand payment, 
but said course credit for the work 
could be arranged. 
Although SGA officers acknowledged 
the possible problems and offered 
typical solutions such as publicity 
campaigns to publicize correct use of 
the mailboxes and the need for escorts, 
they reacted to Marcinek's suggestions 
with sighs of relief. 
SGA president Michael C. Voll said 
the group will meet with Marcinek this 
week on using the criminal Justice 
majors, adding that their help with the 
escort service would be very Important. 
He  said those  volunteers would be 
any screened  and  interviewed  like 
other volunteer to escort. 
Marcinek replied, "I assure you these 
students will be some of Bowling 
Green's finest," bringing a few smiles 
to the faces of SGA members and 
persons who attended the meeting. 
BESIDES DISCUSSION on the 
mailboxes and the escort system, SGA 
firmed up plans to promote voter 
registration and circulate a question- 
naire to about 1,200 students about 
priorities for SGA projects. Each SGA 
senator will have 75 persons fill the 
questionnaires out, and Voll said the 
projects will then be started by SGA. 
Several senators asked whether 1,200 
questionnaires was enough, including 
Jim Whalen, academic affairs coor- 
dinator. 
Whalen said about 3,200 freshmen 
would probably not be given 
questionnaires, so a good sampling of 
the rest of the students would be taken 
with the 1,200 questionnaires. 
"We're excluding the freshmen 
because they don't know what the hell is 
going on anyway,' Whalen said. 
Those questionnaires will be cir- 
culated starting next Wednesday. 
had a contract with the city in the 25 
years he has been with the department. 
In the past, firefighters discussed 
problems with city officials to reach an 
agreement. 
Potts said none of the firefighters has 
discussed the raise problem with city 
officials'.' We are not going to go to them 
since we have been waiting for about 
four years now. 
"WE ARE GOING to continue to 
picket until they call us inside, off the 
street, to talk over the matter," Potts 
said. 
The firefighters scheduled a meeting 
at 8 p.m. Friday to discuss how they 
will approach City Council. 
Potts said the firefighters may not 
bring the Issue to council Monday night 
and may even drop the matter. 
Municipal Administrators Wesley K. 
Hoffman said city administrators 
discussed yesterday how to grant men 
their raises. He said supervisors were 
instructed to ask their employees about 
any alternatives. 
THE CITY could give merit raises to 
those employees scheduled to receive 
them in 1976 and then follow a schedule 
of delaying the raises up to four years 
for others, Hoffman said. 
Another option is to give all em- 
ployees merit raises. But a problem 
may exist in that alternative because a 
man who has worked two years may 
receive the same pay as one who has 
worked four years, he said. 
Newsphoto by Frank Breithaupt 
IN THEIR FOURTH day of protesting, city firefighters picketed yesterday 
afternoon in front of the Division of Safety building for pay raises. Tom 
Kochhelier, a city firefighter for the last six and a half years, was one of the 
picketers who marched in front of the building during their off hours. 
Police charge woman 
in death of math prof 
Bowling Green police arrested a 
person yesterday afternoon in con- 
nection with the apparent hit-and-run 
death of a University math professor 
last weekend. 
Zelma Metzger, 48, of 11866 Napoleon 
Rd., was arrested at 1:45 p.m. and 
charged with involuntary man- 
slaughter in the death of Dr. Selma 
Wanna, a University assistant math 
professor, police said. 
She was released on personal 
recognizance at a bond hearing 
yesterday in Bowling Green Municipal 
Court, Bailiff James C. Sears said. 
Metzger's preliminary hearing is set 
for 2:30 p.m. Monday in Municipal 
Court, he added. She will be 
represented by Attorney Jerome H. 
Hock, Sears said. 
WANNA WAS found in a ditch in the 
1400  block of Napoleon Road by a 
passer-by about 11 a.m. Saturday, 
police said. 
Dr. Douglas Hess, acting Wood 
County coroner, after performing an 
autopsy, estimated that she died Friday 
night or early Saturday morning. 
Wanna, formerly of 800 Third St., 
Apt. 16, came to the University from 
Michigan State University in 1977. 
Evidence found at the scene of the 
incident was gathered and sent to the 
Bureau of Criminal Identification and 
Investigation lab in Fremont, Detective 
Sam Johnson said. The evidence 
matched positively with Metzger's car, 
he said. 
Other evidence was found on the car 
that matched positively with the vic- 
tim, Johnson said. 
Inside the News 
EDrTORIALS...Paula Winslow speaks out on her characteristics 
as a health snob. See Page 2. 
NEWS... The University has a fleet of vehicles that organizations 
can rent See Page 3. 
SPORTS... Six MAC football contenders face crucial tests this 
weekend. See Page 14. 
AFTER 45 MINUTES of aggravation at the air compressor, Ben 
McGuIre, Student Recreation Center director (right), and Shawn 
Walsh, graduate assistant to the rec center (center), managed to 
pump the Earth up with air yesterday. A six-foot in diameter 
Newjpholo by Frank Breithaupt 
canvas-covered globe was filled at Dale's Shell, 462 E. Wooster St., 
and transported by the manager BUI Otley (left), to the front of the 
Union where It was painted. McGuIre said the giant ball will be 
used In outdoor, non-competitive games sponsored by the center. 
Weather Clear and mild Hlgh73F(23C) Low48F(»C» 
10 percent chance of ram 
Agenda for '78-79 academic year is discussed 
ByBobWemgartaer 
Staff Reporter 
University Provost Dr. Michael R. Ferrari for the first 
time presided over Academic Council yesterday. The 
meeting included vice chairman election, council secretary 
approval and discussion of the agenda for the 1978-79 
academic year. 
Ferrari opened the meeting with an Introduction of new 
and continuing members of council, then spoke briefly about 
the upcoming year. Ferrari stressed that "Academic Council 
must play a central role in determining academic priorities 
and concerns" of the. University and said he will "look for- 
ward to the work of this committee" in those areas. 
Ferrari recommended that Dr. Glenn I. Van Wormer, 
associate vice president of institutional planning, be ap- 
proved as secretary. Ferrari said Van Wormer "has ex- 
perience which can be helpful on an ongoing basis." Council 
approved the nomination. 
COUNCIL ALSO approved the nomination of Dr. Stuart 
Givens, professor of history, returning to the vice chairman 
position. The vice chairman has a one-year appointment and 
sits as council chairman if the provost is absent, according to 
Ferrari. 
Ferrari then discussed "Issues of concern from members 
which Academic Council should turn its attention to" this 
year. 
Proposals from members included the revival of a com- 
mittee to study overlap and duplication of courses within the 
Unlvesity curriculum and creation or modification of a 
number of degree programs and undergraduate 
specializations. 
Dr. John E. La Tourette, dean of the Graduate College, 
said he will submit later this year proposals for "a number of 
modifications under existing degree programs." 
THREE NEW master's degree program proposals, In- 
cluding a "distinct Master's degree in home economics," a 
non-teaching degree in technology and an Interdisciplinary 
program in early childhood education, also will be submitted. 
Other proposals included the possible creation of a major 
In jazz appreciation in the College of Musical Arts, a revision 
of the environmental studies program in the College of Arts 
and Sciences and programs in chemical toxicology and 
chemical physics in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Proposals for Fire lands Branch Campus Included possible 
two-year degrees in energy conservation and utilization and 
industrial education and technology. 
Ferrari said he hoped the council could "advise the provost 
on academic priorities" and "identify and make an impact 
on at least two or three major problems for fall quarter." To 
do this, council should "zero in on a more limited number of 
topics" at one time, he said. 
Council also approved a schedule for Its meetings, which 
will be held at 1:30 p.m. the first and third Wednesdays of 
each month. 
national columnist 
thought you knew what companies were saying' 
WASHINGTON- When a street 
criminal commits a crime he usually 
says, "I didn't do it." Whether true or 
not, it's a simple declarative sentence 
which everyone understands. 
But when a large company is charged 
with violating the law, its spokesman 
resorts to gobbledygook in hopes that 
the publicity concerning the crime will 
blow over. 
Here are some of the favorite lines 
that big business uses followed by what 
the spokesman really means. ' 
"We have no comment on the charges 
until we can study them." What the 
person is really saying: "Maybe by 
next week, the reporter won't call 
back." 
"Since the case is now a legal matter, 
we don't think we should say anything 
■bout it at this time," which translates 
Into: "M we can keep It In the courts for 
five years, everyone will forget what 
the payoff scandal was all about" 
"I believe when the facts are in, the 
public will realize we are the victims of 
a politically motivated, zealous 
prosecutor who is trying to make a 
name for himself." Translation: "We 
told the sales people if they got into 
price-fixing we didn't want to know 
about it. But the dummies put 
everything down on paper." 
"There is no truth to the govern- 
ment's charges that our product is 
unsafe. Under normal conditions it is 
accident-proof. But we can't guarantee 
it when the consumer doesn't follow the 
instructions." Translation: "Ohboy.it 
looks like we're in for another recall." 
"All of the chief officers of this 
corporation were unaware of the 
alleged bribes that were paid to foreign 
agents. Our people know that if any 
employee of this firm becomes Involved 
in this kind of activity, he will be 
summarily dismissed." Translation: 
"We'll have to sacrifice the guy, but if 
he keeps his mouth shut we'll make 
sure he gets his full pension. If he talks 
to save his own neck, he won't get a 
dime." 
"The president has 
resigned because he wants to spend 
more time with his family and the 
chairman of the board is leaving as he 
believes a younger man should be given 
the opportunity to run the company." 
Translation: "At least when they're 
indicted they won't be officers of the 
corporation." 
"We  have  decided  to  plead 'No 
Contest' to avoid an expensive legal 
battle which we are certain we would 
win." Translation: "Our lawyers have 
advised us we don't have a chance in 
hell el winning the case." 
"While our main concern is, and 
always has been, safety, we must state 
that if we make the changes demanded 
of us it will cost the consumer $ 150 more 
for each unit" Translation: "If our 
engineers are correct we should make 
$100 profit on each deal." 
"There Is no scientific proof that any 
of the animals which died within a 
three-mile radius of our chemical plant 
were affected by poisonous substances 
which we are alleged to have 
produced." Translation: "We've been 
dumping waste in those fields for 20 
years. You would think the farmers 
would have enough sense to keep their 
dumb animals away from them." 
"Cars don't kill people. People kill 
people." Translation: "So we pat the 
gas tank In the wrong place, and now. 
everyone wants to make a federal case 
out of It." 
• "As chief executive of this firm I am 
shocked and appalled that the grand 
Jury would come to this conclusion. The 
charges are so ridiculous that they are 
unworthy of comment" Translation: 
" Get me Edward Bennett Williams on 
the phone immediately." 
(c)  1978, Los Angeles Times Syn- 
dicate 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
speaking out 
avoid conflicts in   wn0 says fo^ cnChes are old hat 
scheduling events 
Professional basketball games and Union Activities Organization 
(UAO) concerts are highly regarded social events at the University. But 
it's too bad that both a National Basketball Association (NBA) 
exhibition game and a concert had to be scheduled for the same night. 
Only a certain number of persons will attend .social events on week 
nights and apparently this number Is not sufficient to support more than 
one event. 
As a result, attendance at both events suffered. 
Only 2,300 fansattendedthe NBA match between the Detroit Pistons 
and the Cleveland Cavaliers, even a poor showing for a college 
basketball game. 
Attendance at the UAO Martin Mull concert was also low, with only 
very few persons in the Union's Grand Ballroom. 
The conflict in scheduling probably hurt the pocketbooks of both the 
Alumni Association, which sponsored the basketball game, and UAO. 
v 'It is possible that Tuesday was the only day that both Mull and the 
NBA game could be scheduled at the University. If this is the case, then 
the conflict could not be avoided. 
But If one or the other could have been set for another night and was 
not due to a lack of communication between the two groups then both 
they and the students lost. 
Once upon a time, in a land far, far 
away, an ancient scribe inveighed 
against the age-old problem of using 
cliches as if there were no tomorrow. 
Even today, his wisdom is like a breath 
of fresh air. Cliches are a dime a dozen. 
A good writer wouldn't touch most of 
them with a ten-foot pole. 
"But" many of you may say, "a 
writer without cliches is like a fish out 
of water." Not so. In fact, hell will 
freeze over before I resort to using 
platitudes in my writing. 
My journalism professors warned me 
about using cliches only once in a blue 
moon. Keep on the straight and 
narrow. Forewarned is forearmed. 
Looking back, I can see they really 
hit the nail on the head. Besides, you 
can't have your cake and eat it too. 
Cliches are as old as the hills. They 
show a lack of creativity. Bromides 
simply make writing too easy, as easy, 
say, as taking candy from a baby. 
Let's get down to the brass tacks. I'm 
not saying you can't or shouldn't use 
Bob 
Weingartner 
cliches. In fact, I think they are the 
greatest thing since ice cream if they 
are used sparingly. I know it will be 
tough to use only a select few in your 
writing, but Just remember: when the 
going gets tough, the tough get going. 
And it's always darkest before the 
dawn. But soon enough, you will see the 
light at the end of the tunnel. By using 
fewer cliches, your writing wil) become 
clearer, more concise and pure as the 
driven snow. 
I won't mince words: I cannot em- 
phasize enough the Importance of 
keeping the use of cliches to a 
minimum.  My advice is to take them 
with a grain of salt. But I can only warn 
you. The real Job of using platitudes 
wisely is your own. As you well know, 
you can lead a horse to water but you 
can't make him drink. Show some 
spunk. Work hard every day to weed 
out unnecessary cliches. Give It a little 
elbow grease. 
Finally, I would like to thank the little 
people who helped me in my hurculean 
struggle to eliminate many two-bit 
cliches from my prose. I was like a bat 
out of hell, a cliche fanatic from the 
word "go." I used more cliches than 
you could shake a stick at I used to 
think no mountain was too high, no 
ocean too deep as I spewed cliches right 
and left. 
But I quickly learned the error of my 
ways. Now I am well aware that too 
many cooks (or, In this case, cliches) 
VTHS rWTKW#Sf — I \m IT <^^ THOUGH TUE WINW 
speaking out 
the warning signs of a jogger 
Regrettably, I belong to that group of 
most despicable, good-hearted, over 
concerned but-in-skis-the health snobs. 
For those of you unfamiliar with the 
breed, picture the antithesis of a Junk 
food Junkie who doubles as a Hostess 
twinkie pusher. 
A health snob can easily be identified 
by his usual costume of a drippy sweat 
suit stench-ridden but sparkling white 
athletic socks and exlusive, super- 
arched, double padded fantastically 
ventilated $28 running shoes. 
The average health snob abhors 
sugar, Gucci warm-up suits and those 
who think putting fiber Into the diet 
means eating a cotton ball once • week. 
To find such a self-proclaimed purist 
smoking a cigarette, eating at 
McDonald's or sitting idle for longer 
than five minutes would be equivalent 
to finding the Pope wearing a black 
/skullcap and eating kosher hot dog* 
Paula 
Winslow 
instead of ham on Easter Sunday. 
I am not condemning that bunch of 
vitamin-ridden vixens, of which I am a 
member, for having such a penchat for 
values like finding the proper pH. But 
regardless of the growing popularity of 
the health fad in this country, reformed 
preservative and artificially-flavored 
goodies eaters often are as unwelcome 
as the effects of an overdose of Maalox. 
Roommates of these fanatics 
probably have a special place In health 
food heaven for living with such tor- 
tures. Mine is no exception. She often 
is subject to my growing list of helpful, 
healthful hints liberally showered upon 
her while I munch on my broccoli and 
gulp my fruit Juice as she watches from 
behind an allegedly carcinogenic, 
preservative-ridden bacon, lettuce and 
tomato sandwich. 
She also is the target of my Innocuous 
comments about the Joys of Jogging and 
raw wheat germ. I regularly submit 
her to indescribable torment when I 
return from my daOy run around the 
town laden with sweat and that per- 
petrating odor that accompanies It 
. Others besides roommates are prey 
to the trappings of well meaning health 
snobs as myself. More than once, 
entire cafeteria lines have dissipated 
upon hearing the strains of an un- 
scheduled sermon warning of the 
dangers of cling peaches in heavy syrup 
and starch-stuffed sandwiches. 
My less eccentric friends have tried 
numerous unsuccessful methods to 
break my aggravating habits from 
force feeding me pre-sweetened break- 
fast cereal to nailing my running shoes 
to the closet floor. 
But my persistence is almost as tough 
as the raw veggies I eat, so I keep oa 
spreading the good word of health food 
stores and Ftxx's "The Complete Book 
of Running". 
It's almost as if some horrible demon 
of uncontrollable vigor has possessed 
my soul 
If only they knew that underneath It 
all, my heart cries out for a bag of taco- 
flavored Doritos, a mammoth glass of 
artificially-flavored caramel-colored 
cola and a slothful evening in front of 
the TV. 
Paula Winslow Is a staff reporter for 
the No»s. 
can spoil the broth and that moderation 
in all things is best. I've found that 
cliches, if used at the right time, can be 
as funny and offbeat as a metal toilet in 
the Klondike or as bitingly ironic as a 
bubblegum machine in a lockjaw ward. 
So, a word to the wise: get your act 
together. Get the show on the road. 
Work hard and take it from someone 
who's been there. Give the squeaky 
wheel the grease. Call the kettle black. 
In two shakes of a lamb's tail, your 
writing will be fit as a fiddle, as unique 
as a Marquis de Sade tnpperware 
party. Just remember this simple rule 
of thumb! be creative, not drab. Drab 
is boring, like a Saturday night in 
Toledo. And if at first yon don't 
succeed.... 
Bob Weingartner is a staff reporter 
for the News. 
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Letters 
try again 
There must be a contest going on at 
this University called "Who Can Give 
the Best Excuse to a Department 
Secretary to Get Into a Closed Cour- 
se?" The following are but a few of the 
many entries I have recleved thus far 
as a department secretary: "I can't 
take Friday classes because I like to go 
home on Thursdays." "I don't want a 
Thursday night class because my 
friends like to go out drinking thea" "I 
can't take a class on Friday because I 
have to go home and watch my little 
brother play football." 
The prize in this contest is, obviously, 
a signed closed course card. None of 
the above entries won. (There was also 
a good one last quarter from a student 
who couldn't take Ms final during finals 
week because he was expecting a death 
in the family.) 
Now I know that there are many 
legitimate reasons why people need to 
get Into closed courses, and these 
students wonder why the secretaries 
are not sympathetic to their problems, 
but when we get excuses like the ones 
mentioned above, we find It hard to 
believe anybody. 
I've also had students lie to me- 
telling me they are Juniors when 
they e still sophomores; that they've 
had certain prerequisites when they 
have not and so oa One student who I 
told was denied a closed course request 
went to the class anyway. I'm probably 
more sympathetic to students than I 
should be, because I was a student here 
and I know the hassles students have to 
contend with, but there is a limit on how 
far a secretary can be pushed. 
With all the academic departments 
on campus and the number of excuses 
each department secretary bears every 
day, I'm sure there are hundreds of 
entries In that contest but I doubt if 
there are very many winners. So next 
time you try to pull one over on a 
secretary, don't get upset if she isn't too 
sympathetic to your cause- she's 
probably heard it a million times 
before. But keep trying- it keeps 
secretaries on their toes and there Is 
bound to be a Grand Prize Winner yet 
JoStdair 
Secretary 
Department of Finance k Insurance 
Vehicles available for rent to University groups 
Thursday, September Z8, 1*78 The BG Newi Page I 
By Cindy Zlornlk 
Nineteen University vehicles in- 
cluding four 1978 additions to Its fleet 
are available for rent. 
During the summer, Transportation 
Services worked on the old and brought 
in the new vehicles to prepare for the 
1978-79 academic year. 
The additions include a 1978 Dodge 
Monaco Sedan, two Plymouth 15- 
passenger vans and a station wagon, 
Don D. Coppes, account clerk for 
Transportation Services, said. 
THE VEHICLES can be used "only 
for University functions sponsored by 
organizations or departments on 
campus," Coppes said, adding that he 
wants to "let people know we're 
available." 
The fleet is kept ready and there is no 
required time to reserve and rent a 
vehicle. But Coppes recommended that 
students reserve a vehicle as soon as 
they know when it is needed. 
The older cars, three 1974 sedans, 
which cost $8 a day and 15 cents a mile, 
are the least expensive rental vehicles. 
One 1978 and two 1977 sedans, which 
cost $10 a day and 16 cents a mile also 
are available to rent 
Each of the six 15-passenger vans 
costs $14 a day and 21 cents a mile, 
while the single cargo van costs $10 a 
day and six cents a mile. 
"WE WANT TO stress that we fur- 
nish gasoline for all vehicles rented," 
Coppes said. The University has a fuel 
supply at the physical plant and 
provides groups with credit cards for 
longer trips. 
The University owns three highway 
coaches, including two Greyhounds, 
built in 1960 and purchased in 1970, and 
a two-year-old, recently purchased 
coach, built by Greyhound-owned 
Motor Coach Inc. 
The older motor coaches, which hold 
38 passengers, cost 90 cents a mile or 
$14 an hour, whichever is greater. 
A 47-passenger motor coach obtained 
in 1977 rents for $1.10 a mile or $16 an 
hour. 
EACH BUS has a restroom and is 
"mechanically sound to go any place 
any time," according to garage 
foreman Carl F. Shaw. 
The University also owns a former 
school bus used for shorter field trips to 
cities such as Toledo and Findlay, 
Coppes said. Rates for buses equal 
those of the older coaches. 
Bus drivers provided by Tran- 
sportation Services are full-time 
University employees who receive 
extra pay for their services. 
One of the longer trips was taken 
during summer, 1977, when the 
Acapella Choir took I 43-day, 12,000- 
mile American tour. 
If a vehicle is not available, Coppes 
said he will rent something from a 
commercial outlet, although it is more 
expensive for the group. 
"WE ARE HERE to help the students 
out, and they can feel free to call us 
anytime," Coppes said. 
Each o f the ca rs is driven a bout 20,000 
miles a year and should be replaced 
every three years, Shaw said. 
He said a car with 60,000-80,000 miles, 
although still in good condition, can 
"begin to nickle and dime you" and 
while costs of repairs might be low, 
inconvenience is great when the vehicle 
breaks down. 
BUSES DO not have the same 
problem. The older coaches have 
logged up to 1.5 million miles and still 
run well, Shaw said. 
Although the rental fleet requires 
frequent mechanical adjustments and 
occasional body work, most of the 
garage crew's time is spent servicing 
more than 200 University maintenance 
vehicles. 
Among those vehicles are cars, vans, 
flatbed trucks, delivery and semi- 
trucks. 
Funding for the transportation 
department comes from two budgets: 
the transportation budget, which must 
support itself financially, and the motor 
vehicles budget used for outgoing 
funds. 
Adults return to classrooms 
College may be considered a place 
for young persons, but Ohio 
legislation also enables older adults 
to take part in the college scene. 
The University adopted the Senior 
Adult Grants for Education (SAGE) 
program three years ago, allowing 
senior citizens to enroll in classes at 
no charge, according to Joyce 
Kepke, educational specialist at the 
Center for Continued Learning. 
The program is open to persons 
more than 60 years old who have 
lived in Ohio for at least a year, 
Kepke said. Participants can take 
courses which have not been filled 
by students, she said. 
ABOUT SO STUDENTS are taking 
part in the program at the Firelands 
Branch Campus, extension classes 
or at the University. The program 
helps students register for classes 
and eliminates much "red tape," 
Kepke said. 
"Some of them enter the program 
because it's something they have 
always wanted to do, but never had 
the opportunity," Kepke noted. 
SAGE member Albert Rorapaugh, 
63, said there Is no limit to what a 
person can learn or do. 
He received his masters degree in 
education at the University in 1957 
and retired from a career In 
elementary education in 1975. 
"MY BIGGEST FEAR Is student 
reaction, but after the initial shock I 
begin to relax," Rorapaugh said. 
"It's a little like walking into junior 
high on the first day not knowing 
what to expect." 
Rorapaugh said the program is 
beneficial because he can suit his 
interests. He added that the 
pressures of getting good grades 
that accompany many younger 
students are eliminated and he can 
approach class with a more relaxed 
attitude. 
"I would like to see more persons 
involved in the program because it is 
a great opportunity to further 
education," Rorapaugh stated. 
Pope's manner transforms audiences 
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Within a 
month after his election, Pope John 
Paul I has transformed the normally 
sedate papal audiences into informal 
gatherings, peppered with his personal 
anecdotes and broken up with rip- 
roaring laughter from his guests. 
Yesterday, when the weekly general 
audience was divided into two groups 
because of an overflow of pilgrims, the 
65- year-old pontiff acted as a master of 
ceremonies. He called up a fifth grade 
Rome student from the crowd and 
interviewed him in front of the 10,000 
persons packing the Vatican's audience 
hall. 
Adult fitness course offered 
An adult fitness program again will 
be offered this quarter by the depart- 
ment of health and phy sica 1 education. 
Registration and orientation for the 
three-day-a-week Jogging program will 
be at 7:30 p.m. today in Rm. 260, 
Anderson Arena, according to Dr. 
Richard Bowers, director of the 
University human performance 
laboratory. 
More than 100 men and women have 
participated in the program in the last 
two years. Many of them, ranging in 
age from 2045 years, have enjoyed 
dramatic and positive changes in their 
fitness levels. Bowers said. 
HE CALLED the program an 
"educational one, designed to teach 
participants the value of exercise, Its 
purposes and the best way for an In- 
dividual to exercise. Once you've 
learned the fundamentals, the program 
can be continued without supervision," 
Bowers said. 
The program is open to residents of 
Bowling Green and surrounding 
communities. Exercise sessions are 
held from 6:45-7:20 a.m. three days a 
week beginning Oct. 2. 
The $25 program fee covers the two 
treadmill stress tests that each par- 
ticipant must take. 
Participants also are required to 
have a physician's clearance. 
Bowers said the 45-minute test, which 
includes taking blood pressure, 
estimating total body fat and 
monitoring the heart rate while on a 
treadmill, helps him determine the 
individual's exercise level.' 
"Do you always want to be in the fifth 
grade?" the pope asked Daniele Bravo, 
lowering the microphone to the boy's 
height. 
"YES" THE YOUTH replied to the 
laughter of the crowd, "so that I don't 
have to change teachers." 
"Well, you are different from the 
pope," the pontiff remarked. "When I 
was in fourth grade, I worried about 
making it to the fifth and when in the 
fifth about passing to the sixth." 
Such anecdotes, told with timid 
smiles and in the familar "I" Instead of 
the formal "we" normally used by 
popes, and mixed with occasional in- 
terviews from the crowd, are emerging 
as trademarks of John Paul's papacy, 
endearing him to the public. 
John Paul's informal manner is 
reminiscent of the style of Pope John 
XXIII, who also was noted for his 
joviality and innovative actions, such 
as visiting prisoners in Rome's Queen 
of Heaven Jail. Both men share humble 
orgins and service as patriarchs of 
Venice before ascending to the papacy. 
Pope John died in 1983. 
Vatican watchers say that the In- 
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formal style that began to emerge the 
moment John Paul appeared on the 
balcony of St. Peter's Basilica after his 
election one month ago extends even 
beyond his general audiences. And they 
say it is getting his message across. 
IN HIS FIRST meeting with the 
public, the pontiff called a youth from 
Malta to the microphone and, to 
demonstrate the importance of work 
mothers do, asked him simply, "Who 
takes care of you when you are sick?" 
Later, in a meeting with American 
bishops, Pope John Paul dismissed his 
aides and told the prelates, "Now you 
ask question." 
Yesterday, the pope referred to his 
casual manner, saying "I try to ex- 
plain, word by word, the way a parish 
catechist (religious) instructor would 
do." 
"He says things, with his optimistic 
smile, that people are craving for," 
said Arcangelo Paglialunga, Vatican 
writer for the newspaper II Gazzettino 
of Venice. 
"His working-class background helps 
him with the crowd. In four Sundays 
well over 50,000 still came to see him.'' 
Debate team starts year 
by capturing tournament 
The University debate team began its 
1978-79 season on a winning note this 
past weekend when it captured the Ohio 
Round Robin Tournament hosted by 
Capital University. 
The two-man team of William Steele 
and Charles Boyk, juniors, topped 
seven other Ohio collegiate teams to 
capture the title. Steele also was named 
the tournament's best speaker. 
The victory adds to a winning 
tradition by University debate teams, 
which has resulted in invitations to the 
national tournament in three of the last 
four years. 
Last year's team of Richard Usmlller 
and Steven Griesinger compiled a 66 
percent win record on its way to the 
national tournament 
Dr. Raymond Yeager, professor of 
speech and advisor to the forensic 
team, said that percentage was the 
second highest in the history of 
University debating. 
The team's next tournament will be 
Oct. 13, when it travels to the University 
of Kentucky. 
RLA, now RSA, starts 
4th year at University 
Resident Student Association (RSA), 
formerly Residence Life Association, 
Tuesday began its fourth year at the 
University with an organizational 
meeting. 
RSA has been granted general fee 
money and members said they will use 
these funds in commuttee work to make 
residence hall life beneficial. 
The group also is looking for a new 
logo. According to RSA President Rick; 
Haught, it is interested in seeing 
possible logo designs before the end of 
October. The person submitting the 
selected logo will receive a T-shirt with 
the logo on it, Haught said. 
RSA also needs a female represen- 
tative to the Technical Services Board. 
The representative will help relay 
student maintenance «nd custodial 
concerns. 
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Med students help poverty areas 
LORAIN (AP)--Ohio 
medical schools have landed 
a major federal contract 
under which they will change 
their teaching procedures to 
provide many of the state's 
rural enclaves and city 
slums with better health 
care, the Lorain Journal said 
yesterday. 
The Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare has 
approved a (626,000 one-year 
contract to launch the 
program which will require 
virtualy all medical students 
in Ohio to receive at least 10 
percent of their un- 
dergraduate   clinical   In- 
struction off campus in a 
medically-deprived area of 
the state, the newspaper 
said. 
Official announcement of 
Ohio's participation in the 
program was scheduled for 
later this week by the Ohio 
Board of Regents which will 
administer the program and 
the Health Resources 
Administration of HEW. 
FEDERAL participation 
is slated to last for nine years 
after which the system is 
expected to be able to fun- 
citon without federal sup- 
port. 
Projections are that 
federal payments totaling 
13.5 million will flow to 
the state over the period to 
be supplemented by $3.5 
million in state funds. 
Ohio's medical colleges 
are: the Northeastern Ohio 
College of Medicine at 
Rootstown, a joint venture of 
Akron, Kent State and 
Youngstown State univer- 
sities; the Osteopat hit- 
College of Medicine at Ohio 
University in Athens; the 
Medical College of Ohio at 
Toledo; the medical schools 
of Ohio State, the University 
of Cincinnati, Wright Slate 
University and Case Western 
Reserve University. 
THE UNIVERSITY of 
Cincinnati will help the 
regents administer the 
federal contract. 
As the program is phased 
in, each medical school will 
establish its own area health 
education center. Medical 
students assigned to the 
centers will work in existing 
hospitals and clinics. 
Ohio officials Tuesday had 
no estimate of how many will 
benefit from the program. 
Carter vows to start trains running 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The 
Carter administration vowed 
on Wednesday to step in and 
"start the trains running 
again" by noon Thursday if 
the railroads and a striking 
union fail to settle the 
dispute that has crippled 
much of the nation's rail 
system for two day. 
Labor Secretary Ray 
Marshall ordered officials 
from the striking 
Brotherhood of Railway ard 
Airline Clerks and the 
Norfolk & Western Railway 
to begin a marathon, 24-hour 
bargaining session with the 
help of a federal mediator at 
the Labor Department. 
The parties began meeting 
at noon, and Marshall said 
he would keep them meeting 
around the clock in an effort 
to reach a settlement. 
OTHERWISE, MAR- 
SHALL warned, "We'll take 
action at noon tomorrow to 
start the trains running 
again." 
The clerks' union, which 
struck the Virginia-based 
N&W 80 days ago, escalated 
the strike to 40 other carriers 
Tuesday by throwing up 
picket lines that were 
honored by more than 300,000 
railroad employees. 
The expanded strike left 
thousands of commuters 
stranded, and brought 
millions of tons of freight 
shipments-including half of 
all rail shipments of food-to 
a halt. After the first day of 
the shutdown, the two 
biggest U.S. auto makers, 
General Motors Corp. and 
Ford Motor Co., announced 
layoffs due to parts shor- 
tages. 
THERE WERE some 
signs Wednesday that the 
strike was abating. At least 
six railroads hit by picketing 
Tuesday said the pickets had 
been removed. 
Union officials, however, 
gave no indication they 
would call for an end to all 
the picketing despite tem- 
porary    court    injunctions 
issued by federal judges in 
more than 10 cities. 
BRAC spokesman Henry 
Fleischer said the union was 
removing pickets wherever 
it had been served with court 
orders. However, industry 
officials were complaining 
they   were   having   great 
difficulty locating union 
officials to serve court 
papers. 
MARSHALL said the union 
had told him it was 
"reluctant" to end its 
picketing until it had a 
settlement with N4W. 
Laetrile tested on humans 
WASHINGTON (AP)- 
The National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) wants to 
test Laetrile on several 
hundred advanced cancer 
patients in an effort to 
resolve "once and for all" 
the debate about the 
controversial substance, 
the institute's director 
announced yesterday. 
Dr. Arthur C. Upton 
said a human trial was 
justified in the wake of a 
recent, Inconclusive 
review of the medical 
records of patients who 
used Laetrile, which ' 
some claim is a cancer 
cure. 
The institute launched a 
nationwide    appeal   for 
records from Laetrile 
patients last January. It 
got 93 responses, but only 
22 provided all the 
necessary records and 
involved patients who had 
used only Laetrile. Of 
those 22, six cancer 
patients who use Laetrile 
showed improvement, 
nine stayed the same and 
seven got worse. 
THE FOOD AND 
DRUG Administration, 
(FDA) which baa led a 
federal fight against 
Laetrile, still must ap- 
prove the Cancer 
Institute's plan to use 
Laetrile in the human 
experiment. FDA 
Commmissioner Donald 
Kennedy said he did not 
believe the institutes 
review of the 22 cases 
'demonstrates any ef- 
fectiveness of Laetrile." 
But Kennedy added, 
"there are other reasons 
that we all recognize that 
a controlled clinical trial 
might be desirable and 
NCI has been persuaded 
by them." 
The FDA has been 
under pressure from 
Laetrile supporters who 
want the substance 
tested. Kennedy said the 
FDA would review the 
cancer institute's request 
objectively and decide 
"as quickly as possible." 
UPTON NOTED that 
proponents of Laetrile 
claimed 50,000-70,000 
Americans have used the 
substance, which is made 
from the pits of apricots 
and other fruits. 
"By virtue of the fact 
that thousands of people 
are now receiving 
Laetrile and the fact that 
we have this evidence, 
inconclusive as it may be 
in humans, we can Justify 
a trial to resolve the 
matter once and for all," 
Upton told 200 institute 
workers and reporters. 
The cancer institute's 
action comes 15 years 
after it was first asked to 
test Laetrile in humans. 
Upton noted that repeated 
tests in animals have 
produced no evidence 
that Laetrile can reduce 
the size of tumors. 
BUT  HE ADMITTED 
that the results of animal 
tests do not always hold 
true for humans. 
Crash emphasizes private aircraft problem 
Gorilla in front yard part 
of monkey business 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)- 
Vernon Ash claims he's 
always had a "thing" for 
monkeys. "But I never 
thought it would go this far," 
he chuckled. 
Ash, 52, is the creator of 
more than 1,000 different 
animal figures, including a 
450-pound concrete gorilla 
which decorates the front 
yard of his home. 
"I built that old boy 18 
years ago," Ash said, "and 
figured he ought to be ear- 
ning his keep." The gorilla 
supports Ash's mailbox on 
his head. 
USING ONLY a pocket 
knife and "whatever was 
handy to whittle on," he has 
amassed a collection 
depicting animals from 
around the world. 
Ash said it usually takes 
him 30 to 45 minutes to 
complete a figure, but said 
he has worked on some for 
almost 10 years before finally 
finishing them. 
"I'VE GOT A whole 
garage full of tools," Ash 
said, "But I never use them. 
I like the feel of a plain old 
pocketknife." 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The 
collision between a com- 
mercial airliner and a 
private plane over San Diego 
tragically highlights the 
growing concern over use of 
major commercial airports 
by private aircraft. 
The problem Is not new, 
but as the number of private 
planes increases, the skies 
become ever more crowded. 
"It's an age-old con- 
troversy," said spokesman 
Ed Slattery of the National 
Transportation Safety 
Board. "In the airline 
business 'they have 2,400 
airplanes, and in general 
aviation  they  have 185,000 
and they claim they have a 
right to the sky too, you 
know." 
IN CONTRAST to the 
185,000 private planes today, 
10 years ago the number was 
127,000. 
"What it boils down to," 
Slattery said, "Is handling 
traffic." 
The Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) has a 
policy of trying to get light 
planes away from major 
airports, said FAA 
spokesman Fred Farrar. 
"That'a been our policy for 
quite a few years." 
Farrar said the FAA has 
been encouraging con- 
struction of so-called relief 
airports, to take light plane 
traffic away from the major 
fields. 
BUT HE NOTED that in 
Monday's accident the 
Cessna light plane was 
practicing instrument 
landings. 
"To do that you have to go 
where there is an im- 
strument approach system," 
he said. 
'We would like to have 
reliever airports for general 
aviation and have supp- 
ported this concept since it 
was introduced in I960," said 
Mary Silitch of the Aircraft 
Owners and Pilots 
Association. 
THE NUMBER of airports 
in metropolitan areas is 
declining and many 
privately owned fields are 
finding it uneconomical to 
stay in business, she said. 
In Monday's accident, she 
said, use of the San Diego 
field was necessary because 
of the need for instrument 
approach equipment for 
such training. 
And other airports carry 
up to three times the general 
aviation traffic of San 
Diego's Lindbergh Field, 
Mrs. Silitch said. 
Man's death no health hazard, officials say 
Ida Lewis,Editor and Publisher of the Black 
News    Magazine "Encore" will speak Friday 
September 29  at  8:00  p.m.   in   the Grand 
Ballroom of the Student Union. 
She is being presented by the 
Student Development Program 
The Black Student Union 
And 
The Board of Black Cultural Activities 
This event is free to the Public and Students 
are invited to attend. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - A 60 
year-old Cincinnati man has 
died of "Legionnaire's 
Disease," health officials 
reported yesterday. 
Dr. Stanley Troup, 
director of the University of 
Cincinnati Medical Center, 
and Cincinnati Health 
Commissioner   Dr.   Arnold 
Leff, both said there was no 
reason to believe there was 
any public health hazard. 
"The man succumbed with 
a number of very serious 
medical problems of which 
pneumonia is just one," said 
Dr. Troup. However, Troup 
said that "if the man did not 
have    it.   (legionnaire's 
r 
Disease) I'm sure he would 
not have died." 
Troup ordered the hospital 
not to release the name of the 
victim, who died Saturday, 
"to protect the privacy of the 
man's family." 
"Although the bacterium 
was not isolated, based on 
„oUoical| cbaratfensfics and. 
DDiHMHCSKaataMaiTajMMK^: 
blood tests, we are com- 
fortable in the diagnosis," 
said Troup. 
Both health officials said 
the man, who lived in 
Millvale, a public housing 
project near an industrial 
area, was admitted to 
Cincinnati General Hospital 
four weeks previously. 
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From Associated Press wire sforles 
Eviction 
Israeli settler in Sinai is a casualty of peace 
Yaacov Bar-Levy came to Sharm El 
Sheik on the southern tip of the Sinai 
Peninsula to get away from it all, but 
the Camp David accords mean he 
probably will have to leave his sun- 
baked Utopia for the sake of peace. 
Bar-Levy, a 31-year-old mechanical 
engineer, is one of many Israelis whose 
life on occupied Arab land may be 
disrupted because of Mideast peace 
agreements signed by Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin and Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat at far off Camp 
David, Md. 
Bar-Levy didn't move to Sharm El 
Sheik with any political aims. 
"I saw no way I could waste my 
energy in the city, rushing to the office, 
waiting for stoplights, running after all 
the exhibitionism of clothing, furniture 
and other material things," he said. 
SO IN 197« HE gave up his job in 
Haifa and brought his wife, Zavit, to the 
settlement of Ophira where it's sum- 
mer most of the year and temperatures 
can top 110 degrees. 
The Bar-Levys run a youth hostel that 
serves thousands of diving enthusiasts 
that come to Sharm El Sheik for the 
underwater wonderland off the Red Sea 
coast. 
"It was clear to us that we couldn't 
stay here forever," he said. "But it's 
one thing if we reached the conclusion 
ourselves and another if the govern- 
ment comes and tells us to leave. But of 
course it's a positive thing-for peace- 
there's no question that we'd leave. 
"For an Israeli no peace means war, 
and war means death We've had too 
much of that already." 
THE OPHIRA SETTLEMENT, with 
a population of 300 families, was started 
six years ago to noose military per- 
sonnel. But investors also wanted to 
capitalize on the tourist potential of the 
area. The town Is 145 miles south of the 
Israeli port city of Eilat and too far 
away to receive Israeli television 
broadcasts. Newspapers arrive a day 
late and water is piped in from 50 miles 
away. 
"When you first come here you think 
this is the end of the world," said Bar- 
Levy. "But after you're here awhile you 
see how much fuller life can be." 
Moshav Nevict, about halfway bet- 
ween Eilat and Sharm El Sheik, is 
another budding resort that attracts 
thousands of Israeli and European 
tourists seeking the sun and the coral 
lined beaches along the Gulf of Aqaba. 
"I think it wouldn't be a tragedy if 
Sadat would agree to allow a settlement 
like this to remain," said Avishai 
Kafkafi, 28, who runs the sailing club at 
Neviot. "We don't harm anyone. We've 
created a beautiful place here that 
contributes to all." 
Senate approves Carter's gas compromise 
The Senate handed President Carter 
the first major victory on his energy 
program in more than a year yester- 
day, approving 57-42 a compromise bill 
to lift federal price controls from 
natural gas by 1985. 
The legislation, which the White 
House has depicted as the most im- 
portant remaining part of the energy 
plan, now goes to the House. A battle 
also is expected there but supporters of 
the measure appear to have the upper 
hand. 
House leaders hope to combine the 
gas-pricing bill with a number of other, 
less controversial parts of Carter's 
energy plan and pass the entire 
package just before the scheduled mid- 
October congressional adjournment. 
CARTER EXPRESSED optimism 
the House would go along with the 
measure. "I think it proves to our own 
nation and the rest of the world that we, 
in this government, particularly 
Congress, can courageously deal with 
an issue, and one that tests our national 
will and ability," he said. 
George H. Lawrence, president of the 
American Gas Association, said the 
Senate vote "is one more important 
step toward adopting a national energy 
policy which will provide U.S. con- 
sumers with sufficient supplies of gas 
energy." 
But James F. Flug, director of 
Energy Action Educational Foun- 
dation, said in a statement: "If this 
monstrosity ever becomes law it will be 
a disaster." 
Ohio's U.S. senators cast contrasting 
votes. Sen. John Glenn voted for the 
measure,   and   Sen.   Howard   Met- 
zenbaum opposed it. 
Carter asked Congress in April 1977 to 
join him in declaring "the moral 
equivalent of war" on the energy crisis 
by approving a package designed to 
conserve scarce fuels by making them 
more expensive and taxing their 
inefficient use. 
DRIVE-IN PREACHER- The Rev. Charles Murray gives a 
sermon at Oreland Presbyterian Church, to about 100 worshippers 
parked in their cars on the church parking lot. 
No news bad news in teacher strikes 
Third plane theory appears remote 
in autopsy of airplane catastrophe 
Teachers in six Ohio school districts 
serving nearly 160,000 students 
remained on strike yesterday, with 
little hope for quick settlement of any of 
the strikes. 
No picketing teachers were arrested 
in Dayton yesterday, as that city's 
teachers approached their third week 
of striking. Sixteen Dayton teachers 
were arrested Tuesday for violating a 
judge's order against picketing. 
Both sides in the strike were hopeful 
about intervention by the mayor's labor 
relations   council,   a   city   group 
recommended by Montgomery County 
Common Pleas Court Judge Carl 
Kessler. 
Meanwhile, 100,000 Cleveland 
students remained out of school with no 
end in sight to a teachers' walkout 
there. Strikes also continued in the 
smaller Lakewood, Logan, Painesville 
and Mldview school systems. 
And, teachers in the Whitehall school 
district near Columbus were to take a 
strike vote yeeterday over «MM-y 
disagreements. 
IN DAYTON, police said picketing 
was lighter yesterday than in previous 
days. Administration officials opened 
18 schools on a full-time basis due to the 
trickle of teachers who had returned. 
Teachers, non-teaching strikers and 
the Board of Education all welcomed 
the intervention by the mayor's council. 
"They are fresh minds that have not 
been close to the situation," said Stu 
Miller, executive director of the 
education association. 
Sbict oV strike began Sept. 6, 
negotiations under the guidance of 
Kessler and a federal mediator had 
broken down. 
A federal investigator in San Diego 
said yesterday it now appears remote 
that a third plan confused the pilot of a 
jetliner seconds before he collided with 
a single-engine Cessna. He said it 
remained a mystery what the pilot 
meant when he told the tower, 
"They've passed." 
The third plane, a twin-engine 
Cessna, actually was eight miles west 
of the area where the Pacific Southwest 
Airlines Boeing 727 and a single-engine 
Cessna 172 collided on approach to 
Lindbergh Field on Monday morning, 
said National Transportation Safety 
Board investigator Phillip Hogue. 
At least 150 persons were killed, in- 
cluding all 135 persons aboard the jet, 
both persons in the small plane and 13 
persons on the ground, making it the 
worst air disaster in U.S. history. 
Investigators said the death toll 
among those on the ground could go 
higher as coroner's deputies contiued 
trying to identify bodies. Many victims 
were mutilated, and deputies were 
seeking dental charts for identification. 
"IT MAY BE DAYS before we know 
exactly how many actually did die 
while going about their business," said 
Warren Chambers, a deputy San Diego 
county coroner. 
"We can pick out people who lived in 
that particular area who are missing 
and apparently died but that doesn't 
rule out the possibility of a number 
more." 
Hogue had said Tuesday that taped 
conversations indicated that Lindbergh 
trafic controllers told the PSA pilot, 
James McFeron, that a small plane 
was also making an approach to the 
field. 
"They've passed," Hogue said 
Tuesday. At that time hogue indicated 
the tower remark referred to the twin- 
engin Cessna and he suggested 
McFeron may have been unaware that 
there was actually another small plane 
in the area — the Cessna with which he 
collided three miles from Lindbergh. 
save 229.85 
Fisher*Hi-Fi system 
with 90 total watts of power 
sale $600 
College Night Special Tonight 
829.85 if purchased separately. 
This outstanding high fidelity Fisher 
'Studio Standard' system combines the best 
hi-fi features of today with the advanced 
technology of tomorrow. System includes: 
Fisher's new RS2004 AM / FM stereo receiver with 
continuous output power of 45 watts per 
channel RMS into 8 ohms, from 20 Hz to 
20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1 % total 
harmonic distortion. Built-in 5-band graphic 
equalizer...."Panel Logic" 3-function control 
system....MT6115semi-automatic, belt-drive 
turntable, complete with hinged dust cover 
and magnetic cartridge... .ST430 3-way 
speaker system with 10" woofers, 3" mid-ranges, 
and 2" tweeters. 8" passive radiators 
enhance the sound. Hear this great new 
Fisher system now and save 28% at 
Lasalle's in Bowling Green. 
"This product la covered by a 
warranty. For a Iree copy of the 
warranty, write to: LASALLE'S 
WARRANTY, 513 Adams Street, 
Toledo, Ohio 43658 
DOOR BUSTER ITEMS 
limited Quantities SO hurry 
•fl)' 
Panasonic Stereo Component 
am/fm stereo with built-in automatic record 
changer combined with famous "Thursr-speakera 
Orig SIMM 
Sale $139.99 just 4 to sell 
19" Color T.V. 
compere at $36.00 
Sale $266.00 
Black and white 
Portable T.V. 
$77.00 
Entire stock 
Craig car stereo 
25% off 
* 
Sanyo Cassette Player 
portable, built in mike, works off a cord or battery 
beats taking notes 
Orig $39 W 
Sale $24.88 
Magnavox Stereo Component 
am/fm stereo 8 track player 
Automatic record changer and speakers 
Ong $229 00 
Sale $139.00 just 3 to sell 
Montiverdi Stereo System 
this system included am/fm stereo combined with 
large separate speakers 
extraordinary value 
Sale $99.00 just 8 to sell 
Supremacy Clock Radio 
Our own brand clock radio feature* am/fm digital clock 
radio or buzzer alarm 
Orig. «2tM 
Sale $19.99 
Superscope Compact Stereo 
am /(m stereo 8 track play/record built in fully automatic turntable 
Ong   $329 00 
Sale $189.00 
Toshiba Stereo 
am/fm stereo. 8 track play/record, separate 
automatic turntable with separate speakers 
Ong $250 00 
$199.00 just 4 to sell 
Pafel TfceBG New* Ttaondajr, September », 1171 
.' 352-3565 
Sept. 28th Remote radio broadcast WFAL Bowling Green State University Door prizes given out every hour 
139 South Main St. 
7-10 p.m 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR 
Famous Maker Sweaters 
novelty styling, tie neck 
$5.99 -$8.99 
Final Summer Clearance 
75% off 
tops and pants 
values to $24.00 
$1.99 -$5.99 
Sportswear Clearance 
Save 1/3 to 1/2 
fall colors 
sweaters, jackets, blouses, skirts, pants 
$4.99-$19.99 
Famous Maker Co-ordinates 
1/4 to 1/3 off 
blazers, pants, tops 
sizes 8 to 18 
Bathing Suits 
$5.99 
Sweaters 
100% acrylic, wool 
turtlenecks, v-necks, cowls 
$1.99-$4.99 
Tops and Blouses 
Famous Maker novelty and basic styles 
l/sands/s 
$1.99-$7.99 
Blouses 
plaid, long sleeve 
perfect with jeans 
$12.99 
MEN'S 
Dress shirts 
Our own brand 
long sleeve 
$7.99 
Young Mens 
fashion jeans 
50% off 
regular price 
* » 
100% cotton 
White Jog shorts 
final clearance 
$1.99 
Dress Shirt 
short sleeve 
* $1.99-$5.99 
Campus 
Merchandise 
final clearance 
summer merchandise 
everything 
$5.99 
Acrylic 
long sleeve 
shirts 
dark colors 
$2.99 
, 
Disco Slacks 
100% texturlzed polyester 
tan, black 
$10.99 
Mens Slacks 
40-50% off 
includes spotwood, nagger, wrlght 
alt makers at all prices 
$7.99-$12.99 
Ties 
-»i 
Prints and solids 
cotton, polyester 
assorted 
values to $12.00 "■ 
sale $2.99 - $5.99 
Men's underwear 
assorted styles 
t.«MivA-shlrts, bftets 
$.99-$1.99 
Adidas Shirts Mens Sportshirts 
Assortments of wools, and flannels 
$4.99-$7.99   I 
JUNIORS 
Slacks 
comfortable and fashion 
$2.99 
Tops 
Novelty tops and basic 
$.99 - $3.99 
Junior 
Dress Clearance 
over 125 pieces 
$4.99 
Chic 
Corduroy pants 
regular $23.00 
sale $16.99 
Sweaters 
cowls, v-necks. turtlenecks 
sale $16.99 
Junior Swlmwear 
$4.99-$5.99 
ACCESSORIES 
Leather Handbags 
totes, briefs 
earthtones and wine, black 
$19.99 
/ 
/ 
Entire stock 
of fabric pictures 
20% off 
Free 
12 kt. gold filled hoop earrings 
with purchase of a 12 kt. gold filled 
or sterling silver 
earring by Gold Mist at sale price of 
$4.49 - $10.99 
Miss Lynn 
oj Revlon 
will demonstrate the secrets 
of beautiful nail care 
plus give you a free nail 
enamel with any 
Revlon 
$5.00 purchase 
FREE 
Lasalles Hair-In Beauty Salon 
la giving a free hair trim with a purchase of 
a $6.00 Vldal Season hair care product in cosmetics dept. 
7-10 p.m. only 
Burlington 
Kneesocks 
20% off 
solid cables $1.60 
argyle $2.40 
full argyle $2.40 
Casual China 
45 pc service for 8 
including 5 pc completer 
reg. $90.00 
sale $59.99 
Domestics 
Towel* 
bath $2.99 
hand $1.99 
wash $1.29 
Blankets 
twin $9.99 
full $11.99-512.99 
dish towels $.99 
Sheet* 
twin 2/S4.99 
full 2/$7.49 
queen 2/S9.99 
std. cases $2.49 
Polyester pillows 2/$6.9fl 
Sweater knit Tights 
1 day only 
waist to toe warmth 
reg. $7.00 
sale $4.99 
Save 20% 
All Beanbag chairs 
20% off 
regular price 
Womens World 
Sportswear Clearance 
slacks, jackets, tope 
$1.99 -$10.99 
Entire stock 
of Boots 
20% off 
Infants and 
Toddlers 
early season 
specials gloves, hats, mitten* 
$.49-2.99 
Entire 
fabric stock 
20% off 
Fine China 
90 pc. service for 12 
Reg.$300 
4 patterns 
Sale $149.99 
Housewares 
Pyrex Compatibles save 1/3 
Farberware 8/2" covered skillet 112.99 
Initial Mugs $1.99 
Ceramic tea pots $4.99 
3 pc salad set $4.99 
5 pc cutlery set $4.99 
Thermo Insulated Ice Chest $7.99 
Northern Fresh Brush - Battery operated Cleansing brush 
soap Included 14.99 
Hair Dryer Cady$2.M 
I 
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King takes suite in clinic 
CLEVELAND (AP) - 
Saudi Arabian King Khaled 
settled Into a 32-room suite in 
the Cleveland Clinic Wed- 
nesday evening, bypassing a 
refurbished lavish 14-room 
penthouse suite at an ad- 
jacent hotel. 
The 64-year-old monarch 
of the oil-rich Arab nation 
and an entourage of 200 
persons arrived in Cleveland 
in three Jet planes after 
Khaled spent four days at his 
lakeside villa In Vesena, 
near Geneva, Switzerland. 
Khaled is to undergo a 
series of medical tests at the 
1,008-bed hospital, where he 
underwent open heart 
surgery in 1972. He suffered 
a heart attack In 1970. 
HE WAS TO HAVE been 
greeted by Chip Carter, the 
president's son, when he 
arrived shortly after 3 p.m. 
at an isolated area of 
Cleveland Hopkins Inter- 
national Airport. 
The Secret Service barred 
reporters from viewing the 
reception, saying it was 
acting at the request of the 
Saudi Arabian government. 
Khaled smiled and waved 
to a small group of reporters 
gathered at a remote airport 
gate as his motorcade of 13 
police motorcycles, more 
than 20 cars and an am- 
bulance drove past 
HE  ALSO SMILED and 
waved to a crowd outside the 
Cleveland Clinic later In the 
day, and walked from his car 
about ISO feet into the 
building. 
Police officers, secret 
service agents and the king's 
bodyguard blanketed the 
area, including patrols from 
the rooftops of buildings. 
A caravan of rental trucks, 
buses and cars brought 
Khaled's staff and 
belongings into the city. 
KHALED WAS expected to 
spend the first night in the 
United States at the Park 
Plaza Hotel, but instead 
went directly into the 
hospital. There was no ex- 
planation of the change of 
plans. 
Senate approves tax break 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate Finance Committee 
on Wednesday voted a new 
tax break for persons who 
sell their homes, and it 
appeared ready to approve 
across-the-board tax cuts for 
individuals and business. 
The major item remaining 
to be considered was how to 
cut taxes for individuals and 
couples with incomes bet- 
ween $15,000 and $40,000 a 
year. The Carter ad- 
ministration contends the 
bill passed by the House last 
month gives too little to that 
income class. 
As the panel neared the 
end of its work on the bill, 
Treasury Secretary, Michael 
Blumenthal, said President 
Carter would have a hard 
time approving the deep cuts 
in capital-gains taxes that 
are in the measure. 
THE COMMITTEE'S vote 
to exclude 70 percent of 
capital gains from regular 
income taxes "would not be 
acceptable," Blumenthal 
told the panel. "I think it 
would be very, very difficult 
for him (Carter) to accept." 
Blumenthal also indicated 
he would recommend a veto 
if the final bill includes any 
of several Republican- 
backed plans to "index" the 
tax system, or write in 
automatic tax cuts in future 
years to help counter the 
effects of inflation. The 
committee has rejected all 
such efforts. The economy 
needs a tax cut, the treasury 
secretary said, but the ad- 
minstration "does not feel it 
must accept any bill Just to 
have a bill." 
By a 13-2 vote the com- 
mittee agreed to a new tax 
exclusion for persons who 
sell their principal homes 
without buying another. The 
ta/break is not as big as the 
once-in-a-lifetime $100,000 
exclusion that was voted by 
the House. 
THE PLAN approved by 
the committee builds on a 
formula in current law that 
gives a break only to person 
65 and older. But the com- 
mittee's proposal would 
apply to all persons, 
regardless of age, and could 
be "used once every five 
years. 
As under present law, the 
full profit from the sale of a 
home would be tax-deferred 
long as a new home 
costing at   least 
were  bought 
as   much 
The bill would exempt 
from taxation all the capital 
gain, or profit, if the home 
were sold for $50,000 or leas. 
If the home sold for a higher 
price, the amount excluded 
i from taxation would be 
determined by dividing 
$50,000 by the sales price and 
multiplying it by the total 
profit. 
Dayton teachers on strike1 for third week 
Security increase promoted 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov. 
James A. Rhodes will ask for 
legislation giving security 
personnel the power to make 
arrests at metropolitan 
housing authority sites. 
He said yesterday the 
purpose is to give greater 
protection   to   the   elderly 
against crime. 
RHODES SAID currently, 
security personnel at these 
housing sites have little or no 
authority to make arrests, 
while the "hoodlum 
element" congregates there. 
Voter deadline 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)- 
The    voter    registration 
deadline for the Nov. 7 Ohio 
election is Oct. 7. 
According  to  a  random 
sampling taken by the 
secretary of state's office, 
only about 65 to 70 percent of 
eligible voters in Ohio have 
gistered. 
The governor reviewed his 
administration's program to 
help senior citizens later 
yesterday in a speech at a 
convention of the Ohio 
Federation of Republican 
Women. 
He said funding of the Ohio 
Commission on Aging has 
tripled since 1975, from $10.3 
million to $35.6 million. 
"We should triple this 
again in the next four years 
to provide more and better 
state assistance programs 
for senior citizens," he said. 
DAYTON, Ohio AP -This 
southwest Ohio city's school 
system Is in its third week of 
a strike with many teachers 
still on picket lines, but both 
sides hopeful about 
negotiations with a new set 
of arbitrators. 
No arrests were made 
yesterday although a judge 
said that his back-to-work 
order still was in effect. 
Police noted fewer 
teachers picketed Wed- 
nesday than in previous 
days, including Tuesday 
when 16 persons were 
arrested. 
MEANWHILE due to 
reduced attendance and a 
trickle of teachers who had 
returned, administration 
officials opened 18 schools on 
a full-time basis. 
The majority of the 
district's 37,000 students are 
still going to school on an 
alternate days. 
BOTH THE teachers and 
the Board of Education along 
with the Dayton Public School 
Union, which represents 
striking custodial and 
cafeteria workers, had talks 
scheduled this week with the 
council. 
"They are fresh minds 
that have not been closed to 
the situation," said Stu 
Mffler, executive director of 
the education association. 
"When you live as close to 
the situation as we have the 
last few months there is a 
tendency not to see the forest 
for the trees." 
Since   the   strike   began 
Sept. 6, negotiations have 
broken down under the 
guidance of a federal 
mediator and Kessler. 
A non-union city teacher 
Wednesday asked Kessler to 
force a teacher vote on a 
final offer by the school 
board. That vote would be 
binding on the union. 
No action has been taken 
on the suit. 
AN OPEN 
INVITATION 
TO YOU 
to participate in the following committees 
and boards for the 1978-79 school year. 
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES 
Student Financial Aid 
Academic Honesty 
Experimental Studies 
Honors and Awards 
Parking Services University 
Computing Activities Committee 
Athletics 
Library Advisory 
Education Committee 
Publications Committee 
Cultural Events 
Instructional Media 
Long-Range Financial Media 
Broadcast Policy Committee 
University Union 
Health Service Advisory 
Ice Arena Advisory 
Education Programming 
Bookstore Advisory 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOARDS 
Charities Boards Elections & Opinions 
University Relations Academic Affairs 
Advisory Board (URAB) Publicity 
Spirit and Traditions 
Other projects that you might be Interested In 
pursuing might range from doing some Investigative 
work, to putting up posters for upcoming events. 
If interested, sign up at 405 Student Services 
before Oct. 4th. For more info, contact 
SGA office, 405 SS, 372-0116 
WE'RE INTERESTED IN MEETING YOU 
Advertisement Paid for by 
Student Government Association 
Moimtaineeriiig #1. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF 
MOUNTAINEERING 
What is mountaineering all about? Funny you should ask. 
Because we just happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little 
coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art. 
Yet anyone tf^with a thirst for excellence and normally, 
developed rWrnot^v skills can master it. Simply study/ 
leseJr'itfundaaiBnt^LLSiandfollow them faithfully 
% w 
J3i 
IStep one, 
• appropri-'"?) 
-ately enough, 
^'starts by select- 
Ting the correct site. 
l~ To do so, pick up 
'abottleofBusch. 
This is commonly 
called heading for the 
mountains. 
; here's 
'•where the fun be- 
gins. Hold the mountain 
firmly in your left hand, 
grasp the mountain 
top with your right 
id I hand an twist 
the little fella off. 
There you go. 
3 Now for the 
• tricky part? 
Neophytes, listen 
up: the proper pour 
is straight down 
the center of the 
glass. Only in 
this way will 
the cold, invigo- 
rating taste of 
the mountain 
come to a head 
)nce poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned 
•• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain 
is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring every swallow of the 
brew that is Buscn. If you're a bit awkward at first, don't be 
discouraged. Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having 
emptied your glags and filledyour soul^vou too will be a 
mountaineer. 
ni. m Before j  |cu.( nDuring I «,, B Alter 
I flg.l Mountaineering. I  {fig.* Mountaineering]  I fig. O Mountaineering j 
Don't Just reach for a beer. BUSCH Head for the mountains. 
I 
\ 
C tS;8 Anheuser-Busch Inc    SI Louts Mo 
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Radio theater not dead 
LOS ANGELES (AP)- 
Rumors that network radio 
drama is dead proved a bit 
exaggerated when the "CBS 
Radio Mystery Theater" 
began nearly five years ago. 
Now, another new ear series 
will be heard from. 
It is the "Sears Radio 
Theater," a one-hour 
Monday-through-Friday 
collection of Westerns, other 
adventure, romances, 
Gothic horror tales and 
comedies. It will start Feb. 5 
on the CBS radio network. 
Its installment as a nightly 
feature was announced 
yesterday by Sam Cook 
Digges, president of that 
network, at its annual af- 
filiates convention being 
held this year in Phoenix. 
UNLIKE "MYSTERY," 
made in New York and 
hosted by actor E. G. 
Marshall, the new work 
comes from Hollywood. 
Various stars will host it 
each  night  Vincent  Price 
and Andy Griffith already 
are signed up. 
CBS says work on the show 
has begun here. The man in 
charge is Elliot Lewis, a 
veteran radio actor and 
producer. 
Young folks haven't heard 
of him, but he was heard in 
radio's heyday as-to cite one 
character-Frankie Remley, 
Phil Harris' wisecracking 
guitarist on a variety series 
called "The Fitch Band- 
wagon." 
He also emoted on the old 
"I Love a Mystery" series, 
starred on a high-seas 
thriller called "Scarlet 
Queen" and co-produced 
CBS' famed "Suspense" 
series during World Wa r U 
THE       NETWORK'S 
"Mystery Theater," which 
celebrates its fifth year on 
the air is January, currently 
is heard on 230 stations, most 
of them CBS affiliates, the 
network says. . 
Diggs,   in   a   phone   in- 
terview from Phoenix early 
this week, said he does not 
know yet how many stations 
will sign up for "Sears Radio 
Theater." But he thinks it 
will be as successful as 
"Mystery." 
In fact, he said, that 
program's success provided 
the impetus for the new 
show, hilly sponsored by the 
Sears department store 
chain. 
"We've been talking about 
it with Sears for a long 
period of time, and it just 
seemed the time was right 
for us," he added. 
HE SAID THE new series 
will offer 26 weeks of first- 
run shows, then 26 weeks of 
repeats and cost several 
million dollars a year to 
make. 
It will feature a specific 
type of program each night, 
such as a romance tale on 
Mondays, a Western on 
Tuesdays, and so on. 
Union renovations improve atmosphere 
Theft charges are filed 
CIRCLEVILLE, OMo 
(AP) - A former employee of 
the Orient State Institute 
faces felony charges of 
stealing residents' wages. 
James F. Chapin, 29, of 
Washington Court House, 
was indicted on charges of 
theft   in   office.   Chapin 
resigned his state job SepL 9. 
The indictment charges 
him with taking cash funds 
earned by Orient residents 
one-and-a-half-year period. 
Most of the residents In- 
volved were from a cottage 
under Chapin's respon- 
sibility. 
Residents earned $1.33 and 
hour for work performed at 
the institution for the 
mentally retarded. 
Pickaway County 
Prosecutor     James     R. 
Kingsley said a state High- 
way Patrol probe has not 
implicated anyone else at teh 
institution. 
By Paula Wlnslow 
Staff Reporter 
University faculty, staff 
and students who are tired of 
the same drab cafeteria 
atmosphere now can enjoy 
their coupon-stretcher meals 
amidst mirrored and wood- 
paneled walls, hanging 
plants and neat wood-toned 
tables. 
All they have to do is carry 
their trays Into the Alcove 
Room of the Prout dining 
room in the University 
Union. The redecoration is 
one of the many renovations 
in the Union completed 
during the summer, ad- 
ministrator Arlene Layman 
said. 
Although the room, which 
seats about 25 persons 
always has been open, it was 
used only occasionally by 
mostly faculty and staff, 
Layman said. The 
alterations were done by 
University workers, in- 
cluding several Union em- 
ployees and Willie Henoch, a 
baker from the University 
Bake Shop in Kohl Hall. 
LAYMAN SAID repainting 
the dining room and in- 
stalling the stone-like wall 
covering opposite the ser- 
ving line were part of the 
Union's "facelift." 
"The rooms just need 
updating," she said, ex- 
plaining the reasons for 
renovations    of    several 
Rust costly, unsightly, dangerous 
WASHINGTON (API- 
Rust is not only unsightly, it 
can also be both costly and 
dangerous, but the National 
Bureau of Standards has 
some recommendations for 
removing it. 
Many times a thorough 
cleaning will do the job, or 
one of the many metal 
cleaners on the market if 
used properly. Or you may 
prefer to use a home 
preparation suggested by the 
agency. 
In either case, the bureau 
recommends testing the 
cleaner first on a hidden 
area to make sure it will 
work without doing any 
damage. 
DIRECTIONS SHOULD be 
followed carefully, cleaners 
KLOTZ 
FLOWER 
FARM 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
WHILE THEY LAST! 
Assorted 6" pot 
foliage plants $5.75 
(Friday & Saturday only) 
Regularly $8.95 
Insect-free 
Assorted Varieties 
906 Napoleon Rd. 
(End of S. College Dr.) 
353-8381 
Open: 8-5 Mon.-Sat. 
Closed Sunday 
should never be mixed and 
after use they should be 
removed thoroughly. 
When working with any 
poisonous substance, the 
bureau advises, wear plastic 
or rubber gloves as a 
precaution. 
Here are the bureau's 
suggestions for removing 
corrosion, but remember 
this does not apply to other 
stains or deposits such as 
burnt-on foods, grease or 
dirt. 
-Steel, cast iron and 
wrought iron: Dissolve four 
teaspoons of citric acid or 
sour salt in one quart of 
water. Carefully add small 
amounts of household am- 
monia to this solution and 
very  carefully   sniff  after 
each addition. After a few 
additions the ammonia odor 
will go away, keep adding 
until the odor returns. 
NOW BRING the volume up 
to two quarts by adding more 
water, place the solution in a 
large glass or enamel con- 
tainer and heat to ISO to 160 
degrees Farenheit and soak 
the rusty object in the hot 
solution. 
From time to time remove 
the object and rinse in clear 
water and wipe with a cloth 
to see how much rust has 
been removed. It may take 
several hours to clean a 
heavily rusted object. 
And remember, this is for 
iron and steel only, never use 
this procedure on brass. 
3TA»fVM 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE! 
ALL   SEATS   $1.50   I 
BOXOFFICE  OPENS 11:45P.M. 
SHOWTIME 12:01A.M. 
"Fly Ma or Fry Ma. .   Airport Girta it a 
Zinging Stellar Not to 
Ba HHaaad" 
Moat Erotic a locradtta 
Scanaa Evar 
. . .Total Porno 
hi Every Sanaa 
ol tha Word" 
AIRPORT 
GIRLS 
• •IMI      KmlllWK PtrMM 
Hanlavrranh 
V 
Experience Sigma Phi Epsilon 
— 1977-78 Fraternity Sports champions 
— 1978 Winner of Community Service Award 
— 1977-78 All Greek Trophy Winner 
Rush" Parties 
Tonight 7:30-9:36 
Oct. 3 Tues. 7:30-9:30 
Oct. 5 Thursday 7:30-9:30 
Oct. 10 Tues. 7:30-9:30 
V 
meeting rooms. "Most of 
them hadn't been 
redecorated since the 
building was built about 20 
years ago." 
Other major changes were 
made on the third floor, 
where former Graduate 
Student Senate offices were 
redecorated and converted 
into two small meeting 
rooms called the Regent 
Suite. The Canal and Fort 
rooms are connected by a 
doorway and each will ac- 
commodate  about  10  per- 
sons, Layman said. 
The renovations, costing 
about $7,000 included car- 
peting, new furniture, 
permanent storage closets 
and wall-mounted bulletin- 
blackboards, she reported. 
Framed pictures still will be 
mounted and new corner 
lighting installed within two 
weeks. 
THE REASONS for most 
of the revamping are more 
than aesthetic. "We're 
trying to utilize every bit of 
space here because our 
schedule during the 
academic year has almost 
reached its saturation 
point," Layman said. 
Some alterations involved 
only name changes. The 
Dogwood Suite has been 
retitled Community Suite to 
complement the murals 
painted there last year 
depicting students on 
campus during the 
University's    early    days, 
Layman said. Within the 
suite, the former White 
Dogwood Room now is the 
Campus Room and the 
former Pink Dogwood Room 
now is the Town Room. 
The Carnation Room, 
which was redecorated last 
year, has been renamed the 
Side Door and still will be the 
UAO Saturday Night Disco 
site. Also, to update tha 
discotheque atmosphere, 
spotlights have been or- 
dered, Layman added. 
Newspholo by Frank Breitfiaupt 
RENOVATIONS In the University Union Included mirrors and hanging plants In Prout dining hall. 
President Hollls Moore enjoyed the atmosphere Wednesday. 
Rapist believed to have multiple personalities 
WORTHINGTON, Ohio 
(AP)-A 23-year-old man 
accused of several rapes, 
kidnappings and robberies is 
believed by medical 
authorities to have had at 
least 10 distinct per- 
sonalities. 
William Stanley Milligan 
of Lancaster has been under 
observation and treatment 
at the Harding Hospital in 
Worthington since March W. 
He is charged with four 
counts of rape, three counts 
of kidnapping and three 
counts of aggravated rob- 
bery. 
Dr. George Harding Jr., 
who examined Milligan, said 
in a report to Franklin 
County Common Pleas 
Judge    Jay   Flower   that 
Milligan was insane when 
the crimes were committed 
last fall. Milligan now is 
competent to stand trial 
because the multiple per- 
sonalities have fused, ac- 
cording to assistant county 
prosecutor Bernard Yavitch. 
YAVITCH SAID Milligan 
has been examined by 
several medical experts who 
are convinced Milligan had 
at least 10 different per- 
sonalities, each with dif- 
ferent mannerisms. 
Yavitch and Milligan's 
attorneys were present at 
one examination last winter. 
Among the medical experts 
present were Harding and 
Dr. Cornelia Wilbur of 
Lexington,        Ky.,        a 
Coffeehouse 
presents: 
JACK HAMILTON 
Thurs. and Fri. 
9-12 p.m. 
Admission 50* 
sev\" 
a* Warm-Up \ 
*y 8-9 
Side Door 
(formerly the Carnation Room) 
FREE COFFEE AND TEA 
psychiatrist who treated 
"Sybil," a multipersonality 
housewife about whom a 
book was written. 
"Going Into the 
examination, I was skep- 
tical," Yavitch said. "After 
the exam, I wouldn't say I 
was convinced." But the 
attorney said "the medical 
people than ware convinced 
itwatlufcUcDn." 
ABOUT SEVEN per- 
sonalities surfaced during 
the questioning, he said. One 
was named Ragen, 23. 
Ragen was the "keeper of 
the hate," the evil side of 
Milligan, which doctors said 
was typical of multiper- 
sonalities. 
Another personality, 
Arthur, was 22, had a very 
definite British accent and 
mannerisms. Arthur 
"seemed   more   intelligent 
All merchandise 
marked Vi off 
Tonite only 
1/2 off 
for     « 
COLLEGE 
NITE 
m JUbJBb u; : 
and   more   sophisticated," 
Yavitch said. 
Other personalities 
Yavitch observed were 
Danny, 14, Christopher, 13, 
Tommy, 16, and Allen, 18. 
THE VARIOUS per- 
sonalities spoke "with 
dramatic changes of voice," 
he said. Ragen spoke with • 
Slavic accent, "The Danny I 
observed was pretty close to 
Tommy, a teen-ager. 
"None of the people I 
observed said anything that 
made it seem out of the 
ordinary. If there had been 
seven people there, I 
wouldn't have thought they 
said anything out of the 
ordinary." 
When doctors asked 
Milligan' to bring out 
Christine, three, a female 
personality, he said he would 
not while men were present, 
Yavitch said. 
THE ATTORNEY said he 
left the room and was later 
told that Christine surfaced 
for the female doctors who 
remained. Yavitch said 
there also is supposed lo be 
another female personality, 
Adelene, "who is a very 
aggressive female" and 
another male, Billy. 
Yavitch said doctors feel 
the personalities were an 
escape mechanism resulting 
from abuse Milligan 
received from a stepfather 
as a child. 
The attorney said part of 
the problem may have been 
caused when Milligan's 
father  committed   suicide. 
SKY DIVING 
Green County Sport 
Parachute Center 
Sandusky 
Green Springs, Ohio 
Student Training Classes 
10:00 and 1:00 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Dawn to Dusk First Jump Course 
$45.00 Groups of 5 or More 
Only $35.00 Per Person 
6 Miles South of Clyde, 
Ohio on Twp. Rd. 178 & 78 
For Further Information Call 
(419-483-9096) 
ENDS 
TONIGHT 
"Grease" 
At 
7:30 And 
9:25 P.M. 
Thursday, September 28,197S The BG Newi Paf e I 
Censure requested 
by House committee 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The House 
ethics committee voted 9-0 yesterday to 
recommend that the House censure 
Rep. Edward R. Roybal, (D-Calif.) for 
his part in the South Korean influence- 
buying scandal. 
The committee recommendation was 
based on a finding that Roybal accepted 
and failed to report properly a $1,000 
campaign contribution from South 
Korean rice dealer Tongsun Park, that 
he diverted the funds on his own use and 
that he lied when he originally testified 
that he had received nothing of value 
from Park. 
Censure is stronger than a 
reprimand-the weakest form of 
punishment for violations of the House. 
It requires that the congressman stand 
in front of the full House while the 
findings against him are read. 
A REPRIMAND does not require that 
he be present when the findings are 
read. 
The last House censure was in 1921 
against Rep. Thomas Blanton of Texas, 
who was accused of introducing an 
obscene resolution. 
The committee agreed by identical 9- 
0 votes that all three counts had been 
sustained by the weight of evidence. It 
cleared Roybal of a fourth charge-that 
he also lied when he later told the 
committee that he put the money into 
the general cash flow of his re-election 
campaign. That vote was 6-2 with one 
member voting present. 
The full House now must decide 
whether to proceed with the recom- 
mendation of censure. 
ROYBAL IS one of four current 
House members accused by the 
committee of violating House rules in 
connection with the alleged scandal. He 
could face punishment ranging from a 
reprimand to dismissal from House 
membership. The committee also could 
decide to turn the case over to the 
Justice Department for possible federal 
action. 
None of the four currently face 
federal charges. The Justice Depart- 
ment probe is separate from the 
committee's probe, which involves only 
current members of Congress. 
Roybal was accused by the com- 
mittee of failing to report a $1,000 
campaign contribution made by Park 
in 1974. 
HE ALSO was accused of diverting 
the cash to his own use, and of lying to 
the committee by first stating he 
received nothing from Park and by 
later stating that he received the money 
but placed it in the general fund of his 
campaign account 
State parks prefer self-run operations 
COLUMBUS (AP)-State park of- 
ficials form three neighboring states 
told an Ohio legislative panel yesterday 
they prefer operating their own park 
facilities rather than contracting them 
to concessionaires. 
The testimony came before the 
special joint committee evaluating 
state park operations, which has been 
looking into concessionaire contracts at 
several Ohio parks. 
'If it weren't for certain political 
ramifications, we'd be operating all of 
our inns," said William C. Walters, 
director of the Indiana Department of 
Natural Resources. 
"BASICALLY. WE favor no con- 
cessionaire operations," said Donald R. 
Andrews, chief of the West Virginia 
division of parks and recreation. 
"The Kentucky Department of Parka 
operates all resort facilities, believing 
as core unit for the promotion of 
tourism we need to set and control the 
standards of service and hospitality we 
hope to present to the public," said 
Louis Hempel, the department's deputy 
commissioner. 
But in Ohio, concessionaires operate 
most facilities in the 65 parks, including 
all six state lodges, two golf pro shops 
and all restaurants, beaches, marinas 
and camp commissaries. Only one 
small pro shop and cabins at 12 parks 
are state-operated. 
THE COMMITTEE chaired by Rep. 
Eugene Branstool (D-Utica) has 
concentrated on the operations at three 
parks where lodges are run by Ohio 
Inns Inc. of Cincinnati, which some 
committee members believe may have 
received preferential treatment in the 
awarding jf contracts. 
A study performed for the committee 
shows among other things that tax- 
payers might have realized $1.2 million 
more if the lodges were operated by 
Gladieux Corp. of Toledo. 
But according to the visiting park 
officials, state-operated facilities are 
often more profitable that those con- 
tracted. 
"OUR BASIC philosophy in West 
Virginia is that concessionaires will 
Rape defendant pleads own case 
BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Eugene 
Gall, crossing words with prosecution 
witnesses, took over the defense in his 
own murder trial yesterday while his 
two lawyers sat at the defense table in 
Boone Circuit Court. 
Gall, 32, of Hillsboro, Ohio won 
permission from Judge Sam Neace late 
Tuesday night to take over his own case 
as long as Public Defenders Will Zevely 
and John Berger remained in an ad- 
visery capacity. 
The  defense  earlier   had  pleaded 
innocent and innocent by reason of 
insanity. 
GALL IS CHARGED with rape and 
murder in connection with the April S 
death of 12-year-old Lisa Jansen of 
Cincinnati, whose body was found near 
Walton, Ky. 
During cross examination. Gall 
accused Kentucky State Police 
Detective Charles Seay of firing a shot 
into the girl's body. Seay had testified 
he discovered the body on a rural dirt 
road. 
In a session filled with unusual tactics 
by Gall, he suggested to a wounded 
state trooper he was only trying to 
wound him to escape capture, 
demonstrated a two-handed shooting 
stance to describe how Trooper Gary 
Carey looked to him at a roadblock and 
suggested that his attitude toward the 
police who arrested him in a bullet- 
punctuated chase was "like a casual 
friend." 
NOT HARDLY.-commehted Lt John 
Akers, who was on the stand at the 
time. 
take the easy dollar because he's In a 
percentage business," said Andrews, 
whose state depends on tourism as its 
third largest industry. 
"The dollar he has to work harder 
for, he doesn't go after. But state 
worker goes for each dollar equally 
hard." 
Officials meet 
to discuss cuts 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Federal 
officials will be in Columbus Oct. 17-18 
to determine what economic impact 
proposed manpower cuts at Ricken- 
backer Air Force Base would have on 
central Ohio. 
Sen. John Glen (D-Ohio) said in a 
statement issued by his Washington 
office that representatives of the Office 
of Economic Adjustment will meet with 
city, county and civic leaders. 
They will analyze the existing 
economic environment, study direct 
and indirect impacts of the proposed 
manpower reductions on the com- 
munity and develop a preliminary 
strategy to ease any potential impact. 
. THE STUDY is expected to take at 
least 90 days, Glenn said. 
"This study will be very important to 
central Ohio, and it's critical that we 
get every economic fact out on the 
table," Glenn said. 
The Air Force plans to move the 
Strategic Air command's 301st Air 
Refueling Wing from Rickenbacker and 
close all facilities not required for Air 
Reserve activities by December 1979. 
The Fellowship of 
Christian Students 
The Fellowship of Christian Students was formed to 
provide the university community with a Christian per- 
spective on contemporary issues. Meetings will relate 
Christian thinking to some specific problems (e.g. 
Christianity and the problem of suffering, Christianity 
arid Atheism) through speakers and through group 
discussion. 
Though the FCS is not a church, in it the university 
student will find a place where he can discuss the claims 
of Christianity and find the friendship and fellowship of 
other university students. 
We welcome you to BGSU and invite you to attend our 
meetings which, on September 28 will feature the ten part 
film series: % 
Francis A Schaetfer's 
HOW SHOULD WE THEN LIVE? 
Thursday evenings at 7:30mthe Faculty Lounge on he BGSU Union 
IMHim'Hilll!IHail!lliH 
B.G.S.U. UNIVERSITY BANDS 
GARAGE SALE 
319 Campbell Hill Rd. 
(Behind Great Scot) 
Sat., September 30 9:30-4:30 
CAMPUS 
ENTERPRISES 
Sound System 
352-9310 
©1978 M»r Brewing Co.. Mtoaukn. Vtn* 
SAE RUSH 
Thursday Nite 7:00-9:00 
DOGS & SUDS 
All Interested Men Welcome! 
Come Hungry 
To The SAE House By Rodgers. 
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| ENDS  TONIGHT "REVENGE OF   THE 
PINK   PANTHER" AT  710 AND 9:25 
Discover 
Hi 
BbN PW ANKLIN 
We bring variety to life! 
Open every night Monday thru Friday 
Save MORE with these scissor snipping COUPON SPECIALS! R_J CCUPON 
SPECIAL! 
These are only 18 of the 115 items In our $ Day Circular. 
Circular available at the store. 
BEN FRANKLIN 
Downtown at 154 S. Main, Bowling Green 
Open Monday thru Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-5:30,Sunday 12-5 
BANKAMERICARD 
welcome here 
Campus calendar 
Campus Calendar is a dally listing of campus events 
(meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a 
service to readers. Unless otherwise noted, all events are 
*ree and open. Campus Calendar forms are available at 
the News office, 106 University Hail. 372 2003. There Is no 
charge    for    submitting   listings   to   the   section. 
..THURSDAY 
Meetings 
Senior    Meeting,    10:30   a.m.    and   3:30   p.m..   Main 
Auditorium, University Hall. 
German Club, 2 30-4:30 p.m., Faculty Lounge. Union. 
University Performing Dancers Co. Auditions, 5:30 p.m., 
201 Hayes Hall. Come dressed for technique class. 
Charls Community, 7:30 p.m.. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
Falconettes Final Try-Outs. 10:15 p.m.. Ice Arena. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Art Show, I a.m. 5 p.m.. Alumni Gallery, Alumni Center. 
Featuring watercolors by alumna Kay Westhoven. 
UAO Print Sale, 10a.m.-5p.m., Browsing Room, Union. 
Faculty  Swim,  II :X a.m..  Natatorium.  Admission 35 
cents. Suit rental 10 cents. 
International Coffee Hours, 2-4 p.m., \i Williams. 
"May the Force Be With You," 1:30 p.m. 4 p.m., Side 
Door. Union. A parody of "Star Wars." 
Bowling Tryouts. 7 p.m.. Harrison Room, Union. Spon- 
sored by UAO. 
UAO Musical Film Festival, a p.m., 21 Math Sciences 
"West Side Story." 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
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word 
ACROSS 
1 Turns over 
6 African lake 
10 Dried 
14 Moses' 
brother 
15 Cipher 
16 Easy as fall- 
ing off — 
17 Trap 
18 Calm 
19 Healthy 
20 Samples 
22 Apes 
24 Barren 
26 Mount — 
27 Pestered 
31 Greek letter 
32 Sinned 
33 Trips 
35 Topple 
38 Ancient 
39 Bombards 
40 French river 
41 Tier 
42 Cap 
43 Leftward 
44 Sty 
45 Conceals 
47 A sodium 
carbonate: 2 
words 
DOWN 
1 Switt 
2 Flannel 
3 Gershwin 
and Sankey 
4 Went over- 
land 
5 Jeered 
6 New Deal 
9P 
7 Hula — 
8 Idolize 
9 Rescues 
10 Desert 
11 Gladden 
12 Parts 
13 Discharge 
21 Title 
42 Throb 
43 Semitic lan- 
guage 
44 Hesitates 
46 Cote sound 
47 Kind of shoe 
48 Few: Pretix 
49 Trades 
50 Asian capi- 
tal 
53—egg 
55 Sharpen 
56 Fennel 
57 Tidy 
60 Espy 
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LOST 4 FOUND 
Lost 1 pr. of brn. rimmed 
glasses. In Brn. case. Vicinity 
of Summit St. Call Info, desk at 
Union. Leave message. 
Lost wallet at McDonald's on 
Wooster.    Reward.   Call   422 
0405  
Lost 1 set of keys on a bluish- 
gr. key ring with a silver L. If 
found,  please call  Kris,  352 
5513.  
SERVICESOFFERED 
CORY'S PHOTOGRAPHY 
WEDDINGS. PORTRAITS 
MODELING PORTFOLIOS 
CALL COLLECT 423 9484 
Pregnancy    Aid    &    Under- 
standing.   EMPA.   287 4679  4 
352 1488. 
Get your skis ready for winter 
now. Tune ups, hotwax, bin- 
ding adjustments. Call Jack, 
352-3113.  
T 4 W SOUND will provide 
music for any size or type 
party at reasonable rates. Call 
now for Fall dates. 352 8320. 
House A Fall cleaning by WE 
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN. 
SERV. Today's working 
person does not want to work 
all week 4 then another 4-8 hrs. 
doing household chores, that 
person deserves to be free on 
weekends. For details: 1-255 
2411. 
PERSONALS 
Sig Eps: Thanx for the 
cookout. It was a great way to 
start the new year. We're 
really psyched for the Mud 
Tug 8. a repeat of 1st place. 
The sisters ol Delta Zeta. 
Happy 20th Robin 8> Nancy) 
We love ya 8. hope this bir 
thday Is the best ever! The 
other 2 ol us 4 muskateers. 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta 
congratulate Lisa 8. Dave on 
their engagement. We're 
happy for you I K D Love. 
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi 
Epsilon wish everyone good 
luck In the Sig Ep Mud Tug. 
Sat.. Sept.  X,  1:00 p.m.,  at 
Sterling Farm.  
Alpha Xl's-We are looking 
forward to a Great Pledge Day 
Tea this Friday-The Brothers 
of Sigma CM. 
Would any one having any 
information concerning the 
incident Involving a Silver 
Datsun 280 Z, which occured 
on Sept. 21 (last Thurs.) at 
approx. 4:15 p.m. outside the 
N. door of Union, please call 
Jack at 3522312. Very Im- 
portantly  
Pisanello's has discounts on all 
Piiia Parly orders over $20 00. 
Also Party Room for 25 people. 
Call 352 5166 after 11 a.m. for 
details.  
RUSH   PARTY  tonlte at the 
KAPPA SIGMA house at 7:00. 
. All     interested     men    are 
welcome   to   find   out   what 
Greek Life is all about.  
Only BUCKY would have two 
candle-passlngs in .one 
evening! Congrats Amy A 
Steve on your ADPI-Slgma Nu 
pinning 4 engagement. Love, 
fheAOPi's.  
Phi Mu's, THANKS for the 
typical tremendous time last 
Saturday. The brunch, lootball 
game, 4 the evening tea 
escaped description. Love you, 
Sigma Oil's. 
Ladles ol Bowling Green 
BEWARE of anonymous 
phone calls, because the Sigma 
Chi Bllnddate Date Party is 
lust around the corner. Sig Sig. 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
PLEOGES: Sig Eps are 
psyched for the "Pledge Day 
Tea!!!"  
AUDITIONS FOR 
UNIVERSITY PER- 
FORMING DANCERS 
COMPANY.  Thurs.  Sept. 28, 
5:30-201 Hayes.  
Try out for Falconettes, BG's 
precision figure skating teaml 
Meet at Ice Arena at 10:15 
P.M. Tues., Sept. 26 8. Thurs. 
Sept. 28.  
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. 
Save on brand name hard or 
soft lens supplies. Send for free 
Illustrated catalog. Contact 
Lens Supplies, Box 7453, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011. 
Harry Chepln. Oct. 5. Tickets 
now on sale. 
Houseboy needed for sorority. 
Call 372 2840. 
Lasalle's now has a complete 
line ol Vogue patterns In stock. 
Clean, used furniture at 
Second Time Around. 12836 S. 
Dixie Hgwy. (in the Modern 
Heating Bldg.) BG. 352 2400 
All girls interested In Pom 
merertes Clinics will be held 
Sat.. Sept. 30 at 12:00-2:00 8. 
3:00 5:80 in Memorial Hall. 
Rush Kappa Sigma Tonlte at 
7:00. All interested men 
Welcome!! 
ATTENTION: SENIORS In 
LIBERAL ARTS University 
Placemen Services wants you 
to come in 4. get acquainted. 
Let us know you 4 help you get 
started in the iob search. 
Contrary to popular belief we 
are interested in your future. 
Make an appointment soon 
with Gloria Jones, Assistant 
Director. 
Diane 8. Ted congratulations 
on your ZT A Delta Sigma Phi 
(ONU) pinning The Sisters. 
Congratulations Linda 4 Tim 
on the first candle passing 4 
trie first engagement of the 
year Zeta Love The Sisters. 
Linda we're really happy for 
you 4 Tim but do you have to 
take the dish drainer when you 
leave? Your housemates. 
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon cordially Invite all 
interested men over for Dogs 4 
Suds tonight Irom 7:00 9:00. 
Come hungry to the SAE 
House by Rodger's. 
Mr. Natural, Tonight! 112 on 
WBGU-FM. Featuring On The 
Road with The Grateful Dead, 
Local Music from Rochester, 
N.Y. 4 Things your Mother 
Never Told you. 
WANTED 
SLEEPING ROOM, cooking 
privileges. Near campus. 
Contact The Link, 352 1545. 
2 F. rmtes. needed to share 
furn. apt. very close to cam- 
pus. SM-mo. Call 352 1721, 352- 
1818.  
Need  Tutor  In  Spanish.  Call 
Bob 354 1506.  
Need 1 M. rmte. for Fall, Wtr. 
4 Spr. Deluxe apt. Cheap rent. 
Close to campus. 352 6660. 
F.   rmte.   needed  to  live  In 
duplex with 3 girls. Call 352- 
4285.  
HELP WANTED  
CORNER KITCHEN. Pt. time 
position open. Prep., grill 
cooks, waiters or waitresses. 
Apply In person between 1-3 or 
call for appt. 352 1810. 183 S. 
Main.  
Desperately need someone to 
clean duplex home 1 morn, or 
aft. a week. Will negotiate. Dr. 
Remmington. 372-2796, ext. 24. 
Waitresses, waiters, 
hostesses, cooks, day or night 
shift. Apply In person Dutch 
Pantry Rest. 1720 E. Wooster. 
BG.  
Misc. help needed, must be 18 
yrs of age. Waitresses 4 
waiters needed, must be 21 
yrs. of age. All positions avail, 
for full or pt time. Apply any 
night after 8:30 pm. Dixie 
Elec. CO. 25481 Dixie Hgwy. 
Perrysburg, OH 874 8649. 
Farm help. Experienced 
tractor  4  truck  driver.  Call 
352 7050alter 6p.m.  
Stock boy to work morns. 812. 
Call   Pembervllle   IGA.   287- 
3263  
Students to work nights. Duties 
Include patrol, service calls 4 
public relations. Wage: $2.80 
hr. mlnumum 2.5 GPA 4 must 
be soph, or older. Apply Dept. 
of Campus Salety 4 Security. 
Dlno's Pizza now accepting 
applications for pizza man 4 
drivers. Apply at Dino's Pizza, 
corner of Wooster 4 Manvllle 
before 5 p.m. . 
Guitarist, sax, drummer 4 
vocalist for  |a», funk band. 
354-1184.  
Nurses aids 4 dietary help, pt. 
time. Ken-Mar Nursing Home 
(formerly Manley's) Call 
collect after 5 p.m. 1-885-3759 
for into.  
Pt.    time    warehouse    help 
needed. Apply In person, BG 
Auction,  Inc.  18515 N.  Dixie 
Hgwy.  
Clock Restaurant 4 Pancake 
House now accepting ap- 
plications for cooks 4 
waitreses. Any hrs. avail. 
Apply  In  person.  8-12  Tues. 
thruFri.  
Student needed for general 
yard work. Ph. 686 4527 after 8 
p.m., car necessary.  
"MANAGER"we seek a 
friendly, aggressive 4 
promotable, F or M, to 
manage a Speedway Self- 
Serve Gasoline Outlet. 
Responsibilities include 
customer relations, dally 
paperwork 4 scheduling of 
personnel. Good pay 4 
benefits. Apply at Speedway 
1650 E. Wooster, BG. Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 
FOR SALE 
Fender PA heads 4 4 columns. 
1500.50. Excell. Cond. 332-0145. 
NEXT-TO-NEW      SHOP. 
CLOTHINO 4 
HOUSEWARES.   2nd   FLOOR 
ST.     ALOYSIUS    SCHOOL. 
Open  Tues.   10-4,  Frl,  1-7:10 
p.m. 
1970 VW bus, sun-roof, clean 
interior, runs well, $1500. 352 
7229 early eves, only.  
1975 Cutlass Supreme. Excell. 
cond.  Call  after 7 p.m., 354- 
1196.  
10-sp.    men's   bike,   AMF. 
AsklngWO. Call 354 1211. 
Pioneer  55  watt  receiver  In 
mint cond. Must sell. $150.00. 
Call Scott. 352-8320.  
1974 Flat 128. Rustproof. 50.000 
ml. Call eves. 352 1236.  
■75   Suzuki   TS   250   Enduro. 
Excell. Cond. 372 6920.  
1974 Hornet Hatchback XL. 
excell. cond. 1976 engine. 
24,000 ml. Call 352 3414 after 5 
p.m.     
FOR RENT  
Need 3 people to sublet 2 
bedrm. house on Manvllle, 
$275.00 + util. Gas stove 4 
heat. Call 352 4380 after 9 p.m. 
Thurstin Manor Apts. A-C, 
fully carpeted, cabtevlsion. 
Effc,   laundry   fac.   (1   apt. 
avail.) 352-5435.  
Single room for F. student. 
Across from  campus.  Avail. 
now. 352 7365.  
Need 1 or 2 M. rmmtes. to sub- 
lease apt. at Ridge Manor. 
Apt.   No.   23.   352-0565 or  352 
0846.  
Apt. Immed. occupancy at 707 
6th St. No. 9. Contact at 707 6th 
St. No. 5  
2 bedrm. deluxe apt. 8287th St. 
$280 mo. All util. pd. 352-4161. 
3 bedrm. furn. house lor 6 
people. $75-mo. each 4 util. 
352 8804 
Brown may set 2nd record in campaign 
Ihnday, September 28,1171 Tfce BO New* Page 11 
COLUMBUS, (AP)-When he won his 
first term eight years ago. Democrat 
William J. Brown, at age 30, was the 
youngest state attorney general Ohio 
had ever elected. 
If he wins this year he would set 
another record by being the first person 
to win three consecutive terms in the 
office. 
Virtually unknown until he won the 
Democratic primary in 1970, Brown 
swept into office in the wake of a 
Republican loan scandal involving his 
opponent, then state Treasurer John D. 
Herbert. 
In 1974, he handily defeated Franklin 
County Prosecutor George Smith by 
running a well-financed, well-organized 
campaign that Smith did not match. 
HE FACES Smith again this year and 
plans to campaign on his record. 
"My record of accomplishment as 
attorney general for eight years should 
receive the most attention of the 
current campaign," Brown said. "I 
think the people of Ohio now recognize 
my office as an advocate for their In- 
terest and they must decide whether I 
deserve re-election. I am proud of my 
record and I think It speaks for Itself." 
Brown's campaign organization had 
raised $167,000 by mid-July and is 
continuing to expand its coffers. 
Through a six-week television cam- 
paign scheduled to start this week. 
Brown will emphasize what he con- 
siders his major accomplishments. 
Chief among Brown's promises when 
he took office eight yara ago was a 
"new approach" to prosecuting and 
investigating consumer law violators. 
IN 1172 he co-authored the Consumer 
Sales Practices Act, giving his office 
power to investigate and prosecute 
consumer compalaints, and in sub- 
sequent years has drafted and pushed 
through the legislature nine other 
consumer-related laws. The consumer 
frauds and crimes section of Ms office 
has grown from two lawyers working 
part-time to a staff of more than 60 
attorneys, investigators and complaint 
handlers. 
He has prosecuted 419 consumer 
frauds cases and reached settlements 
he considers favorable on 385. 
His showcase consumer case Is a $40 
million national settlement reached, 
wtth the help of attorneys general In 
other states, against the General 
Motors Corp. late last year. The auto 
manufactuer agreed to pay and give 
extended warranties to consumers who 
purchased Oldsmobiles with Chevrolet 
engines. 
Both the staff and budget of the at- 
torney general's office have grown 
substantially since Brown took office. 
But the incumbent contends that the 
office pays for itself through collection 
of debts owed to the state. 
Theft hearing ends, controversy remains 
LONDON, Ohio (AP)-A hearing on 
the reopening of a theft-in-office case 
concerning a former employee of the 
state attorney general ended Tuesday, 
but the controversy surrounding the 
case has not. 
R. Eugene Starrett, former chief of 
the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Iden- 
tification and Investigation (BCI) is 
asking that his April 1976 no-contest 
plea in the case be vacated and he 
receive a new trial. 
Madison   County   Common   Pleas 
Judge Robert D. Nichols is expected to 
make a decision by Monday. 
DURING TESTIMONY, Starrett 
repeatedy criticized Attorney General 
William J. Brown, who is running for 
re-election. 
Campaign workers for Brown, a 
Democrat, have charged that the 
hearings were sought as a political 
maneuver by Brown's Republican 
challenger Franklin County Prosecutor 
George C. Smith. 
Smith, whose employees helped 
compile information for the hearing, 
has charged that Brown improperly 
fired Starrett. 
BROWN DISMISSED Starrett April 
25, 1975, under suspicion that Starrett 
may have conducted illegal activity. 
The state Highway Patrol then in- 
vestigated Starrett and the Madison 
County prosecutor charged him with 
theft-in-office. 
According to court documents from 
the 1976 case, Starrett used state credit 
cards for personal purposes, a state 
phone for long distance personal calls, 
50 rolls of state-owned film for personal 
purposes, money from the BCI's petty 
cash fund for personal auto repairs and 
plumbing fixtures for his mother's 
house, state money for unauthorized 
meals and lodgings, state money to buy 
a 40-gallon gas tank for his personal 
camper and a radio and set of tires for 
his personal car. 
'Case-fixing' hearing goes on 
Smith faces Brown 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Republican 
George C. Smith is facing Incumbent 
William J. Brown for the second time in 
a campaign for Ohio attorney general. 
In 1974, he lost 1,140,556 to 1,645,933 
when he was out-financed and out- 
organized by Brown. 
But this year Smith thinks he can win 
through a larger campaign 
organization and better political 
climate for Republicans. He said his 
campaign commtittee has raised about 
$250,000. 
"REPUBLICANS were In a very bad 
atmosphere In 1974 because of problems 
in the White House," he said. 
Smith, who has been Franklin County 
prosecutor since 1971, has waged a 
campaign this year against Brown that 
attacks the incumbent on a number of 
fronts. 
Primary among Smith'aobjectlons to 
Brown is the way he operates the 
Bureau of Criminal Identification and 
Investigation. (BCI) 
"The biggest change I would make is 
in the attorney general's investigative 
arm • the BCI. I have been in contact 
with sheriff departments, police and 
prosecutors throughout the state and 
we do not feel that the organizaiton 
gives the service in laboratory work 
and providing of agents that it could,' 
he explained. 
HE ALSO claims the bureau has been 
used for politically motivated in- 
vestigations. 
In his 1978 campaign materials Brown 
has listed as an accomplishment his 
reorganization of the BCI during bis 
first term "to cope wtth a broader 
range of responsibilities." The agency 
does not have arrest powers, but is on 
call 24 hours a day to assist local law 
enforcement agencies. Brown said. 
Smith also is opposed to a bill drafted 
by Brown's office that would give the 
attorney general investigative and 
grand Jury powers in the prosecution of 
organized crime. 
"American taxpayers are already 
paying for grand jury and prosecution 
systems at the local and federal level," 
Smith said. "To Insert a third level of 
bureaucracy between them can do 
nothing but cost more money, confuse 
people and complicate work." 
AS A COUNTY prosecutor, Smith set 
up a "career criminal unit" within his 
office which he says could be a model 
for other counties in efforts to control 
organized crime. 
Through his position as national 
chairman of the National District 
Attorneys Association Career Criminal 
Committee, Smith has promoted his 
idea. 
WARREN, Ohio (AP) - A court 
hearing for a Youngstown man who was 
the object of an alleged criminal case- 
fixing scheme has been continued to 
Oct. 25 In Trumbull County Common 
Pleas Court. 
The attorney for Osvald Petro 
Giordano, 47, asked for the con- 
tinuance, citing health reasons and a 
need for more time to prepare the case. 
Trumbull County Common Pleas 
Judge Donald R. Ford is hearing the 
case In which Giordano is charged with 
aggravated robbery, felonious assault 
and breaking andentering in connection 
with a July 3 Incident in Liberty 
Township junkyard. 
THE CASE-FIXING scheme came to 
light last week when Giordano supplied 
information to the FBI about a plan to 
release him of the felony charges. 
His information led to the arrest of 
four men allegedly in volved in the 
scheme. 
Two of the men arrested were 
Dominic DelSignore, 55, and Gary M. 
DelSignore, 27, of Youngstown, both 
former employees of the Manoning 
County sheriffs department. 
Ohio Attorney General represents state 
By The Associated Press 
The Ohio attorney general Is the chief 
legal officer of the state. 
His office represents the state In all 
civil and criminal cases before the Ohio 
Supreme Court in which the state has 
an interest. He also appears for the 
state in any case in which the state is 
either a party of directly Interested. 
His office represents the state in all 
civil and criminal cases before the Ohio 
Supreme Court in which the state has 
an interest. He also appears for the 
state in any case in which the state is 
either a party or directly interested. 
In addition, he provides legal counsel 
to all elected and appointed officers, 
departments, divisions, boards, 
commissions and institutions of the 
state. 
The attorney general himself is 
primarily an administrator who rarely 
appears in court. Most often one of his 
approximately 200 assistant attorneys 
assigned to cases requiring his In- 
volvement 
THE SECOND major function of the 
office, and the source of its real power 
Is the attorney general's quasi-judicial 
duty of rendering formal written 
opinions to define Ohio law, in response 
to requests from the governor, state 
agencies or other state and local public 
officials. Decisions rendered by the 
office have the power of law unless 
successfully challenged in the courts. 
visas The office super l l and ln- 
vestgative unit called the Criminal 
Bureau     of     Identification     and 
Investigation which provides a crime 
laboratory and criminal records ser- 
vices to local law enforcement agen- 
cies. 
In addition, an Ohio Peace Officer 
Training Council created to provide 
uniform training for all law en- 
forcement officers also is administered 
through the attorney general's office. 
Duties and powers of the office can be 
expended or limited by the legislature 
through enactment of new laws. The 
legislature also controls the size of the 
attorney general's budget. 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 o.m.-lO p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
NORTH GROVE 
GARDENS 
2-Bdrm. Townhouses 
Pets Permitted 
9& 12 mo Leases 
Heat Included in rent 
Immediate possession 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Pendleton 
Realty Co. 
352-16191353-3641 
"Ml nnill IHAHi.r 
Thc Shad* Ladv Saloon 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
I41Q 1. W—»tax. ■—H— Or— 
+ st Q 
'M > 
PIONEER 
EXPERT SERVICE ON MOST 
TVS AND STEREOS 
219 E. Front St. 
Pemberville, Ohio   2^7-4314 
7 miles east of Bowling Green 
onRt.105 
§ I o
STUDENT DISCOUNT O o! 
$5 off all labor and parts       O J 
Men's and Women's! 
Intercollegiate 
BOWLING 
TEAMS 
Information Night 
Tonight 7:00 
Harrison, 
3rd floor Union A 
r  Restaurant    n 
tAnd Pancake House! 
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m $200 
^k 412 E. Wooittr ^V 
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Kappa Sigma 
. Rush ■ 
Tonite at 7 
Film Night Featuring 
Your Old 
Favorites and 
CONKLIN 
D D B   Kappa   □ 
D      Sig      D 
Refreshments    a a 
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Interested in 
Graduate Study Abroad 
for 1979/80? 
If so, you should attend an information 
meeting on Fulbrlght-Hayes Grants: 
10:00a.m., Friday 
September 29, 1978 
River Room 
University Union 
Basic Eligibility Requirements: 
« U.S. Citizenship 
* BA degree (but not Ph. D) prior to September, 
1979 
« Language qualifications for host country 
Campus Application Deadline: 
October 13,1978 
For additional information contact: 
Research Services Office 
120 McFall Center 
Telephone: 372-2481 
sin 
THURS. EVE. 5:30-CIOM M 
ANY OMELET        f 
rsn 
2E 
UAO TRAVEL 1978-79 
Chicago Shopping Spree  Nov. 24-26,1978 
Cost: 65.00 quad, $76.00 triple, $93.00 double. 
Deadlines: 25.00 Oct. 19. Final payment Nov. 5. 
Christmas Holiday In HONOLULU HAWAII, Dec. 11-18,1978 
Cost: $469.00 quad, $487.00 triple, $520.00 double. 
Important: Deadline for $100.00 deposit & sign-up. Oct. 8 at 11:00 a.m. 
Spring Break 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
March 16-251979 
Cost: 195.00 quad, $233.00 triple, $311.00 double. 
Deadline: $50.00 due Jan! 10. Final payment Feb. 1. 
I- i 
Spring Break 
Nassau, Bahamas 
March 17-24,1979 
Price: $349.00 quad, 369.00 triple, 399.00 double. 
Deadlines: Dec. 1 $50.00 deposit, Feb. 1 $50.00 deposit, Feb. 15 Final 
payment due. 
Summer Theatre trip to London/ 
Depart June 11 or 12 -12 days 11 nights. 
Cost: $423.00 triple, $453.00 double. 
Deposits: Jan 15 $50.00, March 14, $50.00, Final payment May 1 
More info can be obtained in the UAO Office. 
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(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY) 
Thursday, 11 a.m. till we run 
out. enjoy our regular sub 
(cold, no substitutions, please) 
for only $1.25. A regulor $2.25 
value. Minimum 3 subs—or one 
aircraft carrier—for delivery. 
PbglioTs 
SOUTH 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
EAST 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
HOURS:   Mon-Sat   11 a.m.-2 a.m.; Sunday   4 pm-Midnight 
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Martin Mull shares madness with University 
Review by 
Tom McDermott 
How does one portray Martin Mull? 
Television performer ("Mary Hart- 
man, Mary Hartman," "Fernwood 2- 
Nlght," "America 2-Night")? Film 
actor ("FM")? Recording artist (seven 
albums to date)? 
Tuesday night, in the Grand 
Ballroom, Union, in UAO's first concert 
of fall quarter, Mull proved also to be 
an engaging stage act. Playing to less 
than a full house, Mull immediately 
established a rapport with the 
audience. Resplendent in white suit, 
shirt and shoes, he bounded on stage 
and made himself comfortable in his 
"fabulous furniture" by lighting up a 
cigarette and declaring boastfully, 
"Anyone can quit, but it takes a real 
man to face cancer." Thereafter, the 
laughs came freely and frequently. 
"Crawdaddy" has called Mull "a 
dashing, demented All-American en- 
tertainer."   Those   present   Tuesday 
discovered the depths to which his 
dementia sink. His songs included "The 
Humming Song," in which he hums 
over passages when the words may 
offend, and "Jim 'n I," the tender story 
of Siamese twins. 
MULL'S STAGE personality is 
similiar to that of Barth Gimble, the 
talk show host he portrayed on 
"America 2-Night." He's a mischievous 
wise guy who always tries to be one up 
on the audience. He engaged in patter 
Your United Way Pledge Works For All of Us \ 
Ovar 90 Community Chest and Rod Ctoss Service Conors 
Need Your Fair Share Support J 
oooow XMOO 
TRIP 
SCHEDULE 
THANKSGIVING 
CHICAGO        NOV 24-26 
Quad-$65, Triple-$76, Twin-$93 
Deadline Oct. 19- $25 deposit & sign up. 
Final payment due Nov. 5. 
CHRISTMAS   DECEMBER 11-18 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 
Quad-$469, Triple-$487, Twin-$520 
Deadline Oct. 9, 11 a.m.- $100 deposit & slgnup.J 
Final payment due Nov. 1. 
SPRING   MARCH 16-25 
DAYTON A BEACH 
Quad-$195, Triple-$233, Twin-$311 
Deadline Jan. 10- $50 deposit & sign up. 
Final payment due Feb. 1. 
SPRING   MARCH 17-24 
NASSAU, BAHAMAS 
Quad-$349, Triple-$369, Twin-$399 
Deadline Dec. 1- $50 deposit and sign up. 
Final payment due Feb. 15. 
For more info, call UAO 2-2343. 
>OOO0OOOOOO< 
Cuban heard 
JFK'to be hit' 
WASHINGTON AP-A Cuban exile who once quoted a 
reputed organized crime chief as boasting that John F. 
Kennedy was "going to be hit," told House investigators 
yesterday that the term probably did not mean the 
president was marked for murder. 
But when committee lawyers questioned Jose Aleman, 
he acknowledged he was modifying the story about 
Kennedy being "hif'and said he feared for his safety. 
Aleman, who once fought with Fidel Castro's guerrillas, 
testified that he sold a hotel he owned in Miami and went 
into hiding after his initial story was published in 1976 in 
the Washington Post. 
Aleman attributed the statement on Kennedy's im- 
pending death to Santos Trafficante, a reputed Tampa, 
Fla., Mafia chief, during a meeting in which the two men 
discussed a business loan. 
In his testimony, Aleman said he still thinks Trafficante 
said during the meeting that Kennedy' 'is going to be hit." 
But he said he did not think at the time that Trafficante 
was referring to a murder plot. 
He quoted Trafficante as saying at one point that 
Kennedy would not remain president, and Aleman said he 
replied that he thought otherwise. 
"He said, 'Jose, you don't understand me. He's not 
going to be re-elected. He's going to be hit," Aleman 
testified. But Aleman then said he thought at the time that 
Trafficante meant that Kennedy would be "hit" with "a 
lot of votes for the Republican Party or something like 
that. 
"THAT WAS IS YEARS AGO," Aleman said. "I think 
that was the wording he put. I am not positive about it." 
Under intensive questioning by committee counsel Gary 
Cornwell, Aleman said the newspaper article was "out of 
context in some ways" by suggesting the reference to 
"hit" meant Kennedy was a possible assassination target. 
Cornwell then read to Aleman a staff report quoting him 
as telling an investigator that he "was given the im- 
pression that he Trafficante knew Kennedy was going to 
be killed." 
Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time. 
This semester... and for years to come. 
FREE! This $12.95 value 
book when you buy a 
TI Programmable 58 or 59. 
Sourcebook for 
Programmable 
Calculators 
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58 and 59 both feature 
Tl's preprogrammed 
Solid  State  Software'" ' 
plug-in modules A Mas- I 
ter Library Module of 25 i 
programs in math, sta- 
tistics, and finance is'1 
included. Optional h- I 
braries are available in   i 
Applied Statistics. Real 
Estate/Investment. Avia- ' 
tion  Marine Navigation   I 
Surveying Leisure. Busi- i 
ness Decisions. Securi- 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
a wide range of capa- 
bility and performance 
From the student to the 
advanced professional, 
there s a TI Programma- 
ble ideally suited to your 
needs, and your price 
range 
See them both at your 
retailer   today    Don't 
miss out on this 
special, limited 
time offer 
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tmmam incotmax 
with those In the front rows, topping 
their comments, and at one point in- 
terrupted the show to review the 
evening up until a latecomer's arrival. 
At times ribald, using sight gags as 
well as verbal barbs, Mull admitted 
that performing at the University was 
"pretty darn close to a thrill.' After 
good-naturedly making fun of Bowling 
Green, the North Olmstead, Ohio, 
native traced his "roots" by per- 
forming "The Ukelele Blues." Then he 
lampooned the folk genre by singing 
"Men," a song he co-authored with 
Steve Martin. 
The audience thoroughly enjoyed the 
show and expressed its appreciation by 
demanding four encores, the first two of 
which Mull asked for. 
Unlike some shows during a tour, 
when the performer may be tired or 
bored. Mull was "on" and he, too, 
seemed to enjoy himself, twice 
breaking up during songs. Performing 
on guitar and ukelele, Mull was assisted 
on piano by Eddie Wise, who also sang 
some backup vocals. 
ONE DRAWBACK to the evening 
may have been experienced by those 
familiar with Mull's recorded works, 
which range from inane ("Noses Run in 
My Family") to Insane ("Dueling 
Tubas"). Much of the between-songs 
routine is right off the albums, some of 
the material dating to 1973. 
Those unfamiliar with the albums, 
however, ate everything up with relish, 
and Mull was not reluctant to heap on 
the mustard. 
Senate OK's public works bill, 
President Carter vows veto 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate 
gave final congressional approval 
yesterday to a $l0.2-billion public works 
bill and immediately began negotiating 
with President Carter, who vowed to 
veto it as wasteful and inflationary. 
Although both houses approved the 
measure by apparently veto-proof 
majorities, Sen. Bennet Johnson, D- 
La., who managed the measure in the 
Senate, met with Carter at the White 
House and said, "We're willing to 
give." 
Johnson told reporters that Carter 
had told him he would veto the 
measure, as he has repeatedly vowed to 
do in the past. 
The measure now contains 27 more 
water projects than Carter originally 
requested, including six he tried to kill 
last year. 
SUPPORTERS OF THE measure 
hailed it as a needed investment in 
water resource and energy develop- 
ment that would cost $879 million less 
than the program Carter proposed in 
his budget message in January. 
Opponents said the reduction was a 
"paper saving" resulting from changes 
in bookkeeping techniques such as 
appropriating only one year's funds for 
each project instead of its total cost, as 
proposed by the president. 
The public works bill passes the 
House Sept. 14 by a vote of 319 to 71, a 
margin more than enough to override a 
Carter veto. 
The measure includes $6 billion for 
the Energy Department, $2.6 billion for 
the Army Corps of Engineers and $580 
million for the Bureau of Reclamation. 
IT CALLS FOR 53 NEW construction 
starts on water resource projects, 
which is 27 more than the ad- 
ministration requested. Included are 
six of the eight projects the president 
tried to kill last year. 
Construction funds are proposed for 
three of tnem-$15 million for the 
Narrows Unit in Colorado, $4 million for 
the Yatesville Lake flood control 
project in Kentucky and $2.2 million for 
the Bayou Bodcau project In Louisiana. 
Study funds are provided for the 
other three-$75,000 for Frultland Mesa 
in Colorado, $75,000 for Savery Pothook 
in Colorado and Wyoming and $150,000 
for Lukfata Lake in Oklahoma. 
Two other projects which the 
president opposed, LeFarge Lake in 
Wisconsin and Meramac OArk Lake in 
Missouri, were stricken from the bill. 
The Meramac Park project was 
disapproved by Missouri voters In an 
August referendum. 
Loral briefs 
Placement 
Meeting for seniors unable to 
attend previousy scheduled 
placement office meetings will be at 
6:30 p.m. Monday in the Forum, 
Student Services Bldg. 
X-mas jobs      Directories 
Christmas break jobs will be 
available at the O'Neil's stores in the 
Akron-Canton area, according to 
Ellen Kayser, assistant director of 
student employment. Resumes 
should be sent to Betsy Cifaratti, 
O'Neil's 226 S. Main St., Akron, Ohio 
44308. 
Campus telephone directories for 
faculty, staff and students can be 
picked up at the University post 
office, University Hall; the Union 
Information Desk, Commuter 
Center and the stadium information 
booth a.m. tomorrow. 
/f 
AIR FORCE ALWAYS 
NEEDS MORE LEADERS. 
We're looking for pilots...navigators...mlssllemen...engineers...math majors...people 
managers...doctors...scientists...journalists...and more. And the Air Force FtOTC program Is 
a great way to get Into a job like one of these which can help you Improve your leadership 
ability and your professional competence. 
As a commissioned officer In the Air Force, you can be proud of the role you play In your 
community and the contribution you make to your country's security. You can know that 
you're doing a job of Importance, a job with responsibility. 
The Air Force ROTC program offers a way to help you achieve these goals. As an AFROTC 
cadet, you'll learn about leadership, management, and more. You'll learn about benefits of 
being an officer later on, like an excellent salary, medical and dental care, housing and food 
allowances, and 30 days of paid vacation each year. You'll discover a whole new world open to 
you In the Air Force. And you can get there through AFROTC. 
Look Into It right away. You'll be glad you did. 
CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT 
OF AEROSPACE STUDIES 
164 Memorial Hall 372-2177 
ROTC 
Goiewoy to o qtooi woy of ife. ^ 
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Popgun offense matures 
CINCINNATI SHAKEUP?-Reds catcher Johnny 
Bench said he expects the team's front office to make 
some major changes daring the off-season. Despite 
Newsphoto by AP Wire 
suffering back problem through much of the season. 
Bench has hammered 22 home runs and 67 RBIs. 
Bench sees change 
(AP) - Johnny Bench sees an off-season shake-up in the 
works for the Cincinnati Reds. 
"I think they'll make some startling changes," said the 
Reds' All-star catcher. 
Bench said he believes management was reluctant to 
break up the combination that swept World Series titles in 
1975 and 1976. Now, he senses changes in the wind. 
"THIS ORGANIZATION was founded on conservatism and 
doing things right. Now I think they have to try some things," 
said Bench, apparently suggesting Cincinnati enter the free 
agent market. 
"They went and got Tom Seaver and we needed him and 
they paid a big price to get him," said Bench. "It was a step 
in the right direction." 
Cincinnati finished 10Vi games.behind Los Angeles last 
year in the National League West race and was eliminated 
early this year.        , 
In analyzing the decline of the team, Bench said he feels 
the Reds "gradually lose little chips until we have to be 
retouched." 
"Gullet and Eastwick (pitchers Don Gullett and Rollie 
Eastwick) go. At first, this front office's actions were dic- 
tated by what they thought was right. They tried." 
Rose says he is going to try the free agent market to test his 
worth. The Reds could keep him by matching the best offer. 
SECOND BASEMAN JOE MORGAN, troubled by injury 
through much of the season, is flirting with a career-low 
batting average. He is currently hitting .236, after winning 
Most Valuable Player awards in 1975 and 1976 when his 
average climbed to career highs of .327 and .320. Morgan has 
13 home runs and 75 runs batted in. 
Bench, out several weeks with a back injury, is hitting .261 
in 116 games, with 22 home runs and 67 RBI. 
LONG DISTANCE-Falcon cross country men Joe 
Magill (182), Holger HDle (177) and Bob Dlckson (17S) 
race on during a meet against Toledo. This Saturday 
Newsphoto by 
the harriers will host Miami in a duel meet, hoping to 
win their fifth straight over the Redskins. 
Bosox down Tigers, 5-2 
(AP) - Carlton Fisk keyed a three-run first liming with a 
two-run triple and George Scott knocked in two runs with a 
homer and a single, leading the Boston Red Sox past the 
Detroit Tigers 5-2 Wednesday night. 
It was Boston's fourth straight victory and eight in the last 
10 games. 
Luis Tiant, 12-8, allowed homers by Rusty Staub and Ron 
LeFlore before retiring after six Innings because of a slight 
muscle pull behind his left knee. Andy Hassler came on to 
handcuff the Tigers until the ninth, when he needed relief 
help from Bob Stanley, who got the final two outs for his 10th 
save. 
Detroit right-ander Milt Wilcox, 13-12, was hurt by wildness 
in giving up three runs in the first after being staked to a 1-0 
lead on Staub's 24th homer. 
Persell, Farais named top players 
(AP) - Western Michigan tailback Jerome Persell and 
Miami linebacker Joe Farais, key performers in the Red- 
skins' 7-3 victory, are the Mid-American Conference Football 
Players of the Week. 
Persell, a 181-pound senior from Detroit, won the offensive 
laurels for the first time in his career, piling up 226 yards in 
39 rushes in the Broncos' loss. 
Farais, a 213-pound senior from Lorain, Ohio, was the 
unanimous defensive choice for 16 solo tackles and IS assists 
for Miami, the pre-season title favortie that won for the first 
time in three league games this season. 
Other offensive nominees were Jeff Groth of Bowling 
Green, Dave Wilson of Ball State, John Shillito of Central 
Michigan, Bobby Windom of Eastern Michigan, Kurt Pakan 
of Kent State, Larry Former of Miami, Chris Kraker of 
Northern Illinois, Mark Geisler of Ohio end Tom Cross of 
Toledo. / 
Defensive candidates included Eric Manns of Western 
Michigan, Mike Sherman of Toledo, Pat Ryan of Ohio, Tom 
Williams of Eastern Michigan, Rimas Kozica of Northern 
Illinois, Rush Brown of Ball State, Garey Burt of Kent State, 
Joe Merritt of Bowling Green and Steve Smallbone of Central 
Michigan. 
(AP) - The Cleveland Browns haven't scared National 
Football League defensive units for a good number of yea-" 
but things may be different now. 
In recent seasons, the low-scoring Browns have been more 
apt to run the ball up the middle or throw swing or outlet 
passes and let it fly or try something deceptive like the end- 
around play. 
But, as Reggie Rucker, Cleveland's swift wide receiver 
who has been around the NFL for eight seasons, says, 
"You're not going to win a championship by nickel and 
diming your way up and down the field. Sooner or later, 
you're going to have to get in the left lane and drive, fast." 
THE CLEVELAND OFFENSE, molded into a more diver- 
sified unit by rookie Coach Sam Rutigliano, has done just that 
in its first four games. Penalties or dropped passes have cost 
the Browns a few touchdowns on big plays, but the response 
to the new offense has been evident In the renewed en- 
thusiasm of Cleveland fans. 
"The significant thing about our offense is we virtually 
lived on the big play in the first three games, then we had our 
chances Sunday in Pittsburgh but didn't use them," 
Rutigliano explained. 
"We've won the three games where we got the big play and 
we lost the one game when we didn't get it. But, even though 
we've made plenty of mistakes - penalties, mental errors and 
that kind of thing — it's rather obvious we could be 4-0, 
anyway. 
"THE MISTAKES DONT bother me that much," the 
coachadded. "We try to get involved in teaching and working 
on assignments. Mistakes happen, but we're really heavy on 
missed assignments. That's the thing that we're trying to 
eliminate." 
The Browns were expected to have a pretty solid defense 
and a popgun offense, similar to last season when they went 
6-8 and finished last in the American Football Conference 
Central Division. 
The defense has been of the smothering variety, but the 
offense has been a complete surprise. 
A 89-yard scoring pais from quarterback Brian Sipe to 
Rucker and a 33-yard ei.d-around for a touchdown by rookie 
tight end Ozzie Newsome iii the season opener gave an in- 
dication of things to come. 
"WHAT WE NEED now is consistency," noted Cleveland 
fullback Mike Pruitt. "We've been playing without Greg 
(injured running back Greg Pruitt) and we've been working 
on a new system and with a lot of new people. But things are 
beginning to come around." 
The next test will come Sunday at Cleveland Stadium when 
division rival Houston pays a call with their vaunted 3-4 
defense. 
"They represent tremendous problems to you up front," 
Runtigliano explained. "You have to be extremely patient 
against the 3-4 defense because they're geared to stop the 
long run. 
"You have to make more use of the play action pass and 
throw against that type of defense. Most of the teams in the 
league that use the 3-4 rank 20,21, 22 in pass defense." 
Harriers break jinx 
By Dan Firestone 
Assitant Sports Editor 
For Bowling Green sports teams, playing Miami usually 
means losing. Not so for the men's cross country team who 
have won four straight and seven of the last eight meets 
against the Redskins. 
The Falcons, 3-1, will try to take their fifth in a row over 
Miami Saturday at U a.m. in a home meet. 
All this brings much delight to Bowling Green Coach Mel 
Brodt, a Miami graduate. "It's making a great impression on 
them (Miami) and I don't think they are too happy about it. 
We'd like to continue it." 
WHEN BRODT came to BG, the Falcons had never beaten 
Miami in a dual meet with a series record of 0-14. Since then 
Bowling Green's mark has improved to 8-16. 
The Redskins finished fourth in the Mid-American Con- 
ference (MAC) last year. This year, they were tabbed third 
place in a pre-season vote of the MAC coaches, mainly 
because of the excellent recruiting done by Coach Chuck 
Zody. 
"They have a real young team. They got three quality 
freshmen that we were interested in getting. I think that they 
felt they could move into the top spots at Miami, because 
their team hasn't been doing that well. 
"That's not always to the freshmen's advantage. They 
need a year of experience and if they run a year not in the top 
spots, then there isn't as much pressure," he added. 
MIAMI'S BRIAN Pownall, a sophomore, finished 19th in 
the MAC last year, but is the team's top returnee. Seniors 
Steve Mudgett and Mark Tappe are also in the Redskins' top 
five. 
But the team's No. 1 runner is freshman John Locker, while 
two other freshmen, Jeff Lemay and Dave Giles make the 
Redskins a strong contender. 
"It should be interesting. Miami's been working hard and 
they're in good shape. We're still getting in shape," Brodt 
said. 
"Lunn (Bob) will run and Murtaugh (Pete) is a question 
mark. They won't be up to par." 
MIAMI beat Ball State 20-42 and if you compare the scores, 
(BG defeated Ball State 27-30), we shouldn't stand a chance, 
but that was two weeks ago," he said. 
"We need a good performance from our regulars Ryan and 
Housley and we need to get Lunn to move along. We'd like to 
go into the last week at full strength. Of course everyone will 
run since it's at home and that will determine who travels to 
the meet next week. 
"It could be a big bust or it could be close, it's that un- 
predictable because of their young personell that they have 
to count on," Brodt said. 
Golf World Series starts today 
(AP) - A reluctant Jack Nicklaus and a rested Tom Watson 
are the key figures in the $300,000 World Series of Golf, an 
ambitious event that gets started Thursday on the sprawling, 
7,180-yard South Course at the Firestone Country Club. 
Watson, making a determined challenge to Nicklaus' 
longtime role as the game's premier performer, could wrap 
up three important titles: Player of the Year, leading money- 
winner and the Vardon Trophy for the low stroke average on 
the tour. He won all three last season. 
AFTER TAKING a three-week break from tournament 
activity, Watson returned to score his fifth victory of the 
season last week in California. No one else has won more 
than three American tournaments. Watson, therefore, easily 
leads in consideration for Player of the Year honors although 
he failed to win one of the Big Four event. 
"I could have won all four," Watson points out, however. 
He lost the PGA in a playoff, led through three rounds of the 
British Open, was second in the Masters and made a strong, 
last-round bid in the U.S. Open. 
"I feel rested, and I play like I'm rested," Watson said. 
"I've really been looking forward to the World Series. 
Nicklaus almost skipped the whole thing. 
His two oldest sons are playing in a high school football 
game in Florida this weekend and Nicklaus seriously con- 
sidered passing up the prestigious tournament to watch them 
play. He decided to compete only last week - and only after 
he'd been advised of the tournament's starting times. 
"IT'S AN IMPORTANT tournament, important to golf," 
Nicklaus said. 
Giants stop 
Padres, 1-0 
(AP) - Left-hander Bob 
Knepper pitched a five-hitter 
for his second consecutive 
shutout and the San Fran- 
cisco Giants posted a 1-0 
victory over the San Diego 
Padres Wednesday. 
The one-run victory was 
the Giants' 41st of the 
season, equaling the major 
league record established by 
the New Yord Mete in 1969. 
Knepper raised his record 
to 17-11, lowered his earned 
run average to 2.63, and 
increased his National 
League-leading shut out total 
to six. 
The Giants scored in the 
second off loser Eric 
Rasmussen, 14-15. Darrell 
Evans led off with a single 
and advanced on a ground 
out by Mike I vie. 
Evans went to third on a 
single by Larry Herndon and 
scored on Roger Metzger's 
ground out to the pitcher's 
mound. The Giants collected 
only four hits off Rasmussen. 
IM Note 
Anyone interested In 
playing table tennis on a 
regular basis, whether a 
beginning player or ad- 
vanced, please call Will 
Givens at 353-1285. 
FREE MUGS AT 
PONDEROSA 
WHEN YOU BUYONE OF OUR SELECTED DINNERS. 
For every T-Bone; Steak & Shrimp 
Shrimp or Super Sirloin dinner 
you buy, you'll receive a hand- 
some glass mug, 
free. These mugs 
are made by 
Llbbey glass 
and hold 12oz. 
of your favorite 
beverage. The 
mugs, which 
normally re- 
tall for more 
than $1.00. 
will be avail- 
able all day, 
everyday 
beginning 
Sept. 22 while 
supplies last. 
Details avail- 
able at partici- 
pating steak 
houses. So come 
n and get a mug. And start 
your collection. 
TRY OUR NEW IMPROVED SALAD BAR 
E. Wooster St. 
[Across from Parry Stadium] 
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Key game at Western 
BG high in stats 
QUICK RELEASE-Falcon quarterback Mike Wright release* the ball on 
the option play just as he Is hit In action against Grand Valley last week. 
Newsphoto by Dave Ryan 
Wright has completed 11.9 percent of his tosses to lead the Mid-American 
Conference. 
Volleyballers cautious 
By BUI Paul 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Women's volleyball coach Pat Peterson will 
have to fulfill a dual role in preparing her team for 
Saturday's 11 a.m. home-opener against Ashland 
at Memorial Arena. 
In addition to making sure her team is 
physically ready for the regular season opener, 
the coach will have to play psychiatrist and try to 
prevent a mental letdown after last week's second- 
place finish in the Wayne State exhibition tour- 
nament. The women also also have to guard 
against looking ahead to next weekend's 
triangular match against powerhouses Cleveland 
State and Ohio State. 
"They (Ashland) lost a lot of big niters from 
last year's team, but they have a new coach who 
should doa good job of rebuilding, "Peterson said. 
"They are always strong. They have a sound 
reputation and we won't be able to take them 
lightly. We have to be as ready to play them as 
anybody else. They are definitely a threat." 
Getting the team ready, however, will be no 
easy task. Especially since the Falcons have more 
walking wounded than General Meade after the 
Battle of Gettysburg. 
SENIOR PAM ZIEGLER, who was expected to 
see action this week, is now doubtful because of a 
slow-healing sprained ankle. Middle backer Diane 
Gausman is suffering from a sore back and Sue 
Fredricks is doubtful because of a bout with the 
flu. 
This means the Falcon depth will get an early- 
season test. Peterson, however, is confident the 
bench can respond with the necessary per- 
formance. Caren Aiple, a transfer from Wright 
State, is one reserve who is expected to see plenty 
of action. 
"Caren  has  looked  real  strong,"  Peterson 
praised.   "She's a  good  hitter  and  a  strong 
blocker." 
MAINSTAY KIM YARD is another performer 
who continues to improve, according to Peterson. 
"She's really been hitting the ball well," the 
coach said. "Her performance at the tournament 
was just outstanding." 
Ashland comes into the match very much of an 
enigma, according to Peterson. In the past the 
Eagles fielded a tall, strong hitting team. Whether 
those traits are present in this year's squad, 
however will remain a mystery until Saturday. 
"I would rather know more about them," 
Peterson said, "but this could very well be their 
opener too. The only thing you can do is try to play 
your own game." 
Peterson said the team has appeared a little 
sluggish during practice, but she is confident that 
game conditions will eliminate the lethargy. 
Yank's Guidry needs his rest 
(AP)-Ron Guidry's only weakness seems to be 
that he has proven ineffective on three days' rest, 
and the New York Yankee ace's stamina might be 
tested should the team make the playoffs and then 
the World Series. 
Guidry, 5-foot-U and 160 pounds, generates 
enormous power and speed from his wiry frame. 
He extends himself on every pitch, so much so that 
he needs four days to recuperate. 
Last year, Guidry was the Yankees' best pit- 
cher, finishing with a 16-7 record. He beat Kansas 
City on a Thursday in the American League 
playoffs, firing a three-hitter. When the playoffs 
went to the decisive fifth game on Sunday, Yankee 
Manager Billy Martin called on his slender left- 
hander. 
GUIDRY SAID at the time that he didn't know if 
he could manage the assignment, but would try his 
best. His best, with two days' rest, was not typical 
Guidry. He was chased after 21-3 innings, yielding 
three runs on six hits. 
Because he pitched on that Sunday, Guidry 
didn't take the mound against Los Angeles In the 
World Series until Game 4, six days later. Well- 
rested, Guidry won on a four-hitter. It was his last 
appearance in the Series. The Yankees won it in 
six games. 
This season Guidry has been a dictator on the 
mound, winning 23 of 26 decisions. With one ex- 
ception, every start has been with four or five 
days' rest. His last victory, a two-hitter against 
Cleveland on Sunday, came on three days' rest. 
But in his previous assignment, against Toronto, 
Guidry was yanked after surrendering six runs in 1 
2-3 innings. 
"I didn't do anything in Toronto, sol really can't 
count that as three days' rest," said Guidry 
Tuesday night. "I prefer four days." 
But what if he is needed in a crucial game? 
Could he pitch on short notice? 
"I PREFER FOUR," he reiterated. "I could 
pitch on three if I have to. But I'm not really 
thinking about that.'' 
Already it appears that Manager Bob Lemon, 
who refused to discuss the Guidry situation, has 
shuffled Catfish Hunter, Ed Figueroa and the rest 
of his pitching rotation to make Guidry available 
for a possible one-game playoff against Boston. 
Guidry was scheduled to pitch Friday night 
against Cleveland but, it was announced Tuesday, 
that he was moved up a day and will start Thur- 
sday against Toronto. 
Assuming the Yankees win the AL East without 
going to a one-game playoff, then Guidry would be 
able to start the AL playoff opener in Kansas City 
Wednesday night, Oct. 4. His next start probably 
would be in Game 5, if necessary on Sunday, on 
three days' rest. 
The World Series starts on Tuesday, Oct 10, so a 
victorious Yankee team would likely defend its 
ace on the sidelines until Game 3 Friday night. 
Men golfers qualify for spring season 
By Dave Lewandowski 
Staff Reporter 
Football has spring practice, baseball has fall 
tryouts, and the men's golf team at BG follows the 
same pattern by holding fall qualifying rounds. 
Unlike the women's squad that has a fall and 
spring schedule, the men golfers only play in the 
spring of the year so fall is the main time when 
tryouts are held. 
A TOTAL OF 24 participants played 72 holes 
trying to qualify for one of the three Falcon teams. 
The top finisher for BG was senior letterman 
Jeff Parsons who recorded rounds of 77-72-73-69- 
291 total on the par 73 course. Freshman Gary 
Battistoni was the runner-up of the qualifier with 
rounds of 75-74-79-75-303. The new recruit from 
Buffalo, NY is expected to fill the vacant spot left 
by graduated seniors Gary Treater and John 
Miller. Battistoni was medalist in the Buffalo Area 
Amateur Tournament over the summer. He 
defeated the likes of Ohio State star Mark Balen in 
the event. 
Steve Cruse was third with rounds of 76-73-77-78- 
304 total. Cruse was BG's most valuable player on 
last season's NCAA qualifying squad. He was also 
the only BG player to be named to the Mid- 
American Conference all-star team. 
Tim Lindemann, a varsity performer from last 
year, scored rounds of 82-75-75-73-305 total while 
letterman Gary Lust shot rounds of 76-77-75-76-306. 
Others to make the varsity squad were Dave 
Bastel-307, Randy Cahall-310, Alan Chippindale- 
312, and Mark Nickerson-317. Letterwinners Pat 
Dugan and John Spengler were unable to par- 
ticipate in the event. Dugan was undergoing oral 
surgery while Spengler is playing on the football 
team. Both players were exempt from the com- 
petition due to their performance last season. 
In addition to an 11 man varsity squad BG will 
carry three players on a taxi team and 10 players 
on a Jayvee level when spring competition comes 
around. 
Phillies win: 'magic number' now two 
(AP)-Jerry Martin snapped an O-for-18 slump 
with a run-scoring double in the second-inning, 
sparking the Philadelphia Phillies to a 5-4 victory 
over the Montreal Expos Wednesday night. 
The triumph reduced the Phils' "magic num- 
ber" to two for clinching their third straight 
National League East Division title. Philadelphia 
and the second-place Pittsburgh Pirates meet in a 
crucial four-game weekend series at Pittsburgh. 
Larry Christensen, 13-14, was the winner. He 
allowed eight hits, including Andre Dawson's 25th 
home run, before being relieved by Ron Reed with 
one out in the ninth. Reed struck out the final two 
batters. 
Dawson's homer, in the fourth, the first hit for 
the Expos, cut the lead to 3-L ., 
The Phillies scored the winning run In the sixth 
on Martin's third hit, an error by third baseman 
Stan Papi, a walk to Schmidt and a run-scoring 
single by Larry Bowa. Ted Slzemore also scored 
when catcher Gary Carter dropped the relay 
throw for an error. 
ByPatHyland 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The 1978 Mid-American Conference title 
chase begins in earnest this weekend, with six 
teams in the thick of the race for the con- 
ference flag. 
Ball State, Central Michigan, Bowling 
Green, Ohio University, Western Michigan 
and Miami figure prominently in the foot race 
for first place, but some key games this week 
should help unravel some of the confusion. 
Heading the pack after three weeks of play 
is Ball State with a perfect 34 slate. The 
Cardinals whitewashed Toledo 200 last week 
to keep their winning percentage at 1.000. 
ALSO UNDEFEATED in conference play 
are Central, BG and Ohio U, although none of 
the three have played three league games to 
date. Central is 2-0 and BG and OU are both 1- 
0. 
Western and Miami, who slugged it out in 
Oxford last weekend, have each been nicked 
in the loss column. Western holds an even 1-1 
mark while Miami heads into the season's 
fourth week with a 1-2 tab. Miami squeaked 
out a 7-3 verdict in their bat tie last Saturday. 
Heavyweight matchups this weekend 
feature Ball State at Central Michigan, BG at 
Kalamazoo against Western Michigan, Ohio 
U. versus Kent State at Kent, and Eastern 
Michigan and Toledo squaring off in Toledo. 
Present MAC statistics show Bowling 
Green leading the league in total offense with 
a hefty 565 yards-per-game average. Western 
Michigan, Northern Illinois and Ball State 
trail the Falcons with 420, 412 and 360 yards, 
respectively. 
A BREAKDOWN OF the assault teams 
shows Western Michigan leading the pack in 
rushing with a 330-yard  average.  BG is 
second, tallying 287 yards, and Central 
Michigan is third with a 239 average. 
Bowling Green's aerial game ranks first in 
the MAC, with Northern Illinois and Eastern 
Michigan rounding out the top three. The 
Falcons have hit on a lofty 61.9 percent of 
their throws, averaging 278 yards each 
contest. The Huskies have completed 48.7 
percent of their passes for a 237-yard 
average, and the Hurons own a 44.7 com- 
pletion percentage for 155 yards per game. 
Defensively, Ball State holds an edge over 
Central Michigan and BG In total defense 
statistics. The Cardinals have averaged a 
stingy 3.5 yards-per-play average, while 
allowing 218 yards for every four quarters of 
football. Central is second with a 219 yard 
average per game, having allowed ony 3.4 
yards on each play. BG owns a 3.8 and 245 
yard average to date. 
AGAINST THE RUN, BaU State again is 
the least cooperative, giving up only 2.9 yards 
on each attempt, and allowing 132 yards total 
rushing per contest. Central Michigan is 
second with a 2.9 and 134 yard average, and 
BG is third with 3.2 and 137 yards. 
Northern Illinois, Central Michigan, and 
BaU State rank one, two and three in pass 
defense so far, with an 84,85, and 86 yard-per- 
game average, respectively. 
Bowling Green leads the league in scoring 
offense, averaging 40 points per game. That's 
nine points better than runner-up Central 
Michigan and 12 better than third place Ball 
State. 
Finally, in scoring defense, Ball State ranks 
number one with a 5.7 point-per-game 
average. The Cardinals have given up a total 
of 17 points in three games, compared to 44 for 
second place BG and 42 for Central. The 
Falcons have given up an average of 14.7 
points each Saturday, and the Chippewas 14. 
The wagons 
are free 
It's not often the remarks made in News 
views-a weekly feature that appears every 
Wednesday on the first page of the News-get 
any reaction from the writer in this comer. 
And really, it shouldn't. The whole point of 
the feature is to let the students air out their 
opinions of campus events in the paper. 
But I couldn't help but notice the gross 
misunderstanding several students had when 
answering Wednesday's question, which was, 
"Do you think the athletic department should 
supply tractor-pulled wagons to take students 
to home football games?" 
IN CASE you haven't heard, starting last 
week the athletic department sent several 
wagons roaming through campus before the 
Bowling Green game at Doyt L. Perry 
Stadium. 
Of the 16 persons asked, 11 of them opposed 
the idea either dismissing it as "stupid," or 
by saying, "they shouldn't use school 
finances." 
It would have been pretty hard to convince 
the hundreds of students who took advantage 
of the wagons for last weekend's game with 
Grand Valley State that the idea was simply 
"stupid." 
As Athletic Director Jim Lessig has pointed 
out, it's not that the students aren't capable of 
walking out to the stadium, it's the idea that 
by jumping on a wagon with a bunch of people 
going to the game adds a little bit of fun to the 
whole atmosphere. 
BUT FOR the person who dismissed the 
idea as "stupid," that's fine, he's got a right 
to his opinion. I just hope if he decides to 
attend a Bowling Green football game this 
November, he has a lot of fun walking to the 
stadium in freezing weather. 
I wonder who will be stupid then. 
But the biggest misconception was not 
whether it is stupid or not, but that it is 
costing the school to run the wagons. 
Steve 
Sadler 
I'm not sure how this nasty rumor got 
started, maybe it's just that students here are 
paranoid that every time something is done to 
benefit them, they figure in the end they will 
be the financial supporters of it. 
This no doubt is the case in many situations, 
but not this time. 
THE ATHLETIC department is supplying 
the wagons without any cost whatsoever to 
the students. 
The tractors belong to the department The 
wagons are donated by local farmers, and the 
trolleys are rented from the Wood County 
Fair for $10 a day. 
But before anyone panics over whose 120 it 
was that paid for the use of the trolleys, you'U 
be relieved to know the Falcon Club footed the 
bill. 
I'm not an avid fan of every idea that comes 
out of the athletic department, and I certainly 
won't let an opportunity to voice my 
displeasure slip by, but this time they have a 
simple, effective little idea that is done solely 
for the benefit of the students. 
See you on the wagons. 
Golfers to break slump ? 
ByKcnKoppel 
Unimpressed with her play as of late, Kris 
McKelvey leads the women's golf team to 
West Lafayette, Indiana tomorrow and 
Saturday for the Purdue Invitational. 
Two problems which have plagued Bowling 
Green In the early going are the inexperience 
of the squad and the competition they have 
faced thus far. Squaring off against top 
caliber teams such as Alabama and Michigan 
State has rattled the five freshmen, two 
sophomores, and junior who compose second 
year coach Janet Parks' collection of cubs. 
MCKELVEY, A FRESHMAN, whose two 
round total of 173 (88,87) was enough to be low 
scorer in the Falcons' 112th place finish at 
Michigan State last weekend, cites her play 
as a contributing factor to the poor showing at 
East Lansing. 
"I'm really proud to do it," (take scoring 
honors) McKelvey mentioned. "But I'm not 
playing as well as I'd like to." 
She feels a case of over concentration may 
be at the root of her problems. 
"I try too hard," added the rookie. 
Also expected to fare well this time are 
CAthy Hackett, who made an impressive 
showing in the season opener at Illinois State 
but slipped to a round of 176 (93, 83), quick 
improving Karen Todd, who notched a 179 
(89,90), and Lori Griffey who holed out at 182 
(»,93). 
Hoping to bring back a top ten showing from 
the Hoosler State, the girls then take their act 
to the Indiana Invitational. 
